


A CRITIQUE OF THE RESTATEMENT (THIRD), 
APPORTIONMENT AS IT AFFECTS JOINT AND SEVERAL 

LIABILITY 

Frank 3. Vandal1 * 

In May of 1999, the American Law Institute ("ALI") adopted the 
provisions of the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apponionment of Liability 
("Restatement (Third), Apportionment"). At first blush this appears to be an 
arcane and academic subject, but upon closer analysis it becomes clear that the 
Restatement (Third), Apportionment touches the substance of civil damage 
suits, especially those involving two or more defendants, whether they are sued 
as parties or not, and whether they are solvent or bankrupt. Two points are 
important in regard to the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment. Fiist, this is a 
technical subject with substantial policy implications. Second, the Restatement 
(Third), Apportionment is a thinly veiled attempt by the Reporters to 
accomplish tort reform judicially because such reform could not be 
accomplished legislatively in all states. I have selected Pennsylvania for 
comparison with the Restatement (Third), Apportionment because it is a large 
indusmal and technological state with traditional rules for joint and several 
liability and apportionment. The critique of the Restatement (Third), 
Apportionment begins with a historical evaluation of joint and several liability. 

I. A SHORT HISTORY OF JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILll"Y 

Apportionment is a study of joint and several liability, conmbutory 
negligence, comparative fault, and contribution. This Part will provide a brief 
historical background of the first two of these components of apportionment 
and analyze their development in Pennsylvania. 

Joint and several liability originated over 300 years ago in the English 
report of Sir John Heydon's case,' resting on the theory of concerted action.* 

* Professor of Law. Emory University School of Law; B.A. 1964, Washington and Jefferson College; 
J.D.. 1967. V a n M i t  University; LLM.. 1968, SJ.D.. 1979. University of Wisconsin. I appreciate the 
research assistance of Jennifer Joy Dickinson. Mistakes an mine. however. 

77 Eng. Rep. 1150 (KB. 1613). Sir John Heydon brought a trespass of battery action against rhm 
defendants md the court found that when '?he jury 6nd[s] for the plaintiff. . . the juroa cannot ~ s e s s  several 
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In 1916, joint liability was expanded to include defendants who caused an 
indivisible injury to the plaintiff? The rationale for allowing a victim to 
recover for her injuries from one tortfeasor was based upon practicality. The 
Virginia Supreme Court found no basis for separating the amount caused by 
one actor from the amount caused by another. In adopting this rationale, other 
courts wanted to make certain that there was a source of recovery for the 
plaintiff? The tortfeasor was negligent and had caused the injury in fact. By 
1980 almost al l  states had adopted the concept of joint liability.' 

Pennsylvania's tort law regarding joint liability and comparative fault has 
paralleled the development in other states and in England. Over a century ago, 
joint and several liability among multiple defendants was recognized in 
Bourough of Carlisle v. ~risbane~ and Gallagher v. ~emmerer,' each holding 
that injury caused concurrently by two or more persons pennits the plaintiff to 
take action against them either jointly or severally.8 Three years after the 
Brisbane decision in 1889, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that a 

da? against the defendants because all is one frcspass." Id at 1 151. 
Concened action requires that "thae was a common purpose. with m u d  aid in cvrying it ouc in 

shon. thae was a joint enterprise. so that 'dl coming to do an unlawful acr, and of one parry, the act of one is 
the Xt  of dl of the same pall)' being p-L'" W. PAGE m O N  €T A L .  PROSSER AND KEFTON ON THE LAW 
OF TORTS Q 46. a 323 n.3 (5th cd. 1984) (citing Sir John Heydon's Case. 77 Eng. Rep. 1150 (K.B. 1613)). For 
an cYiy view of concened action in Pennsylvania see Bud v. Yohn. 26 Pa. 482 (1856). which held that joint 
liabiity was not present what  thae was not concerted action. 

See Caulin& Clinchfield & Ohio Ry. Co. v. Hill 89 S.E. 902 (Va. 1916). The plaintiff bmught suit 
based on damage to his property caused by the railway's construction of a railroad and the conaibuting h a m  
by Yellow Poplar Lumba Company, which was engaged in removing l q e  numbers of trees h m  the area and 
floahg them downsueam past the plaintias property. See id. at 902-903. 'Ihe Supreme Court of Viginia 
found that it was impossible to separate the damages (if any) caused by the two defendants. See id at 903. 
' See K m o ~  rn AI, supra note 2 .5  47, a 327 n.25. Rosser and Kccton s r a u  that the result of refusing 

to pennit joinder is that "in . . . separate suits it is open to each defendant to pmve that the other was solely 
responsible, or responsible for the greater pan of the damage." a situation rhar can lead to a minimal recovery 
forblaintiff or no Aovery at ~ d .  

See Richard W .  Wright. Allocanng Liability Among Multiple Responsible Causes: A Principled 
Defense of Joint and Sevsml Liabiliry for Aclual Ham and Risk -sure. 21 U.C. DAVIS L REV. 1141. 
1165-65. 1185 (1988). 

15 6 A 372 372 (Pa. 1886). The plaintiff in this use suffered a bmkcn leg when the sleigh he was a 
passenger in nuncd o v a  due to poor street conditions. See id  at 372. ' 22 A. 970.971 (Pa. 1891) (holding tfiat unless the "negligence of two pasons is joint and concumnt. 
each is liable for his own ne&gence only"). The action was bmught in =pass to recover for damages to the 
plainriffs land due to a deposit of mine waste accumulated through nm-off h m  the defendants' separate 
mining opcmtions. See id. at 970. 

Brisbane. 6 A. at 373: Cllllagher. 22 A. at 971: see also O'Malley v. Philadelphia Rapid Tmsit Co., 
93 .l. 1014 (Pa. 1915); Leidig v. Bucher. 74 Pa. 65 (1873). The Brisbane c o w  also held that where the 
plaintiff contributed to his injury, no recovery was afforded because of the theory of conmbutory negJigence. 
23 .L a 373. 
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pIaintiff had the option of proceeding against a single joint tortfeasor for 
recovery of the entire judgment.g However, once the judgment was satisfied, 
by setdement or otherwise, the plaintiff was barred from pursuing a claim 
against any other joint tortfeasor.1° Recent cases continue to embrace the 
doctrine of joint and several liability in ~enns~lvania"  Voyles v. ~ o n u i n ' ~  
identified the factors that should be considered in determining joint tortfeasor 
status.13 In Capone v. ~ o n o v a n , ' ~  a Pennsylvania court applied joint and 
several liability to a case where two defendants caused an indivisible injury.15 

See Seitha v. Philadelphia Traction Co.. 17 A. 338 (Pa 1889) (holding that once a judgment was 
obtained the plaintiff had the option of pursuing any joint t on fao r  for the full amount): see also B a k u  v. 
AC&S hc.. 729 A2d 1140. 1146 (Pa. 1998) (citing Glomb v. Glomb. 530 A.2d 1362. 1365 (Pa. Super. CL 
1987)). which held that "[ilmposition of joint and several liability enables the injured party to satisfy an entire 
judgment against any one todensor, even if the wrongdoing of that tonfaor  conaibuted only a small pan of 
the harm intlicted"); Halsband v. Union National Bank of Pittsburgh. 465 A.2d 1014.1018 (Pa. 1983): Jones 
v. Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital. 437 A2d 1134. 1141 (Pa. 1981) (holding char a plaintiff is not required to 
sue all joint tordeasors joinrly but may choose to sue a parti& joint tafeasor for the full amount): Smirh v. 
Philadelphia Tramp. Co.. 173 F.2d 721.724 9.2 (3d Cir. 1949) (holding that full recovery may be had against 
any one of several joint todcarors). 

lo See Seithcr. 17 A at 338. 'Ihe plaintiff in this case was riding as a passenger in a rail car owned by 
People's Passenger Railway Company that was sauck by a car owned by the defendant. Philadelphia Traction 
Company. See id. Plaintiff sued both companies. sealed wirh People's. executed a release in its favor. and 
was not permitted also to seek recovery against the defendant as People's had satisfied the claim in full. See 
id.; see uho Thompson v. Fox, 192 A. 107, 109 (Pa. 1937) (holding that a release of one joint tortfeasor 
operates to release all joint t o r d m  as t h m  can be only one satisfaction, "either as payment of a judgment 
recovered or consideration for a releve executed by him"). 

I '  See Liale v. Drrsser Indus.. Inc. 599 F.2d 1274. 1277-78 (3d Cir. 1979) (citing Gahgher as 
establishing joint Liability in Pennsylvania and holding that the incidents leading to plaintiffs injury were 
separated by an expanse of -. therefore. joint mrtfuwr status was not cmted); Kcndrick v. Piper Aircraft 
Corp.. 265 F.2d 482.485 (3d Ci. 1959) (holding that an accident can be caused by the negligence of two or 
more parties); Cypini v. Piasburgh & W e h n  Bus Co., 216 F.2d 404,407 (3d Ci. 1954) (citing Pennsylvania 
law and holding drat there can be more than one legal rrsponsible cause for a given injury); Pennine 
Resoma. hc. v. Dorwan Andrew & Co.. 639 F. Supp. 1071.1075 (ED. Pa. 1986) (holding that the evidence 
of the case could establish that the defendants wen joint todeasm); Panichella v. Pennsylvania 150 F. Supp. 
79.81 (W.D. Pa. 1957) (holding that then was "no concen of action, common design or duty, joint enterprise 
or other relationship" between the defendants that would make them joint tortfcasom): Buker, 729 A.2d at 
1146 (citing Kovaleslcy v. Giant Rug M e t .  618 A2d 1044 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993)); KoUer v. Pennsylvania 
R.R. Co.. 40 A.2d 89.90 (Pa. 1944) (holding that one is a joint tonfernor where here is community of fault 
causing injury). 

'' 441 A.2d 381 (Pa. Super. CL 1982). 
l3  The co~ut rcmpmd that "the existence of a common or like duty"; evidence that supported an action 

against dl defendants: whether the injury was indivisible in nature: "identity of the facts as to he. plxe or 
result", and "responsibility of the defendants for the same [ijuryr were factors that had to be considered in 
deciding whether defendants were joint toldcasors. Id. at 383 (citing W W  L PROSSER LAW OFTORTS 46 
n.2 (4th ed. 1971)). 

l4 480 A.2d 1249 (P& Super. CL 1984). 
l5 Id at 1251; see also Rabatin v. Columbus Lines. Inc.. 790 F.2d 22.26 (3d Ci. 1986) (holding that 

actors may be joint tom'ei~~rs w h m  their acts combined to produce a single indivisible result). 
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In Capone, the plaintiff suffered a broken arm that was improperly set and 
diagnosed by three separate doct~rs . '~  The court held that "[ilf two or more 
causes combine to produce a single hann which is incapable of being divided 
on a logical, reasonable, or practical basis," then apportionment would be 
"arbitrary," and the actors should be held to be joint tortfeasors, each liable for 
the entire injury.17 

Until 1910, contributory negligence functioned as an absolute bar to suit." 
The impact of conmbutory ne ligence was weakened with the widespread 
adoption of comparative fault!9 The purpose of comparative fault is to 
eliminate the plaintiff's negligence as a complete bar, instead, a jury may 
reduce the recovery in proportion to the plainws negligence.'' At present, 
only five states allow contributory negligence to function as a complete bar to 
the plaintiff's recovery.2' The result of comparative fault has been that a 
plaintiff who is partially at fault is able to recover her proportionate share of 
damages from a defendant who was at fault only to a small degree. 
Conversely, a joint tortfeasor, who is at fault and has caused the injury, often 
has to pay more than her share of liability.u 

Pennsylvania began realizing the importance of Liability apportionment in 
1951 by enacting the Pennsylvania Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act 
("P~cATA"),~~ modeled after the Uniform Conmbution Among Tortfeasors 
A C ~ , ' ~  which advocated allocating joint tortfeasor liability comparativeiy. 
Pennsylvania initially chose instead to adopt a pro rata theory of comparative 

l6 Capone, 480 A.2d at 1250. 
I' Id. at 1251. The court held funha that a release executed in favor of one defendant did not release the 

other two. but merely reduced any potential m v y  against them by the mount received in settlement. See 
id. at 1251-52. 

la See K a r o N  n. AL.. supm note 2. 5 67. at 471. In 1910. Mississippi was the tirst state to adopt a 
comparadve negligence statute. followed shonly by Georgia See id However. by the mid 1960's. only seven 
sta& had comparative negligence statutes in force. See id By the early 1980's. more than forry states had 
comparative negiigmce stamtcs or analogous judicially created doctrines. See id 

l9 See W O N  FT AL.. supra note 2.5 67, at 472. " See id 
Only Alabama. Maryland. North Carolina. V i a  and the District of Columbia still consider 

contributory negligence to be a complete bar to recovery. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: 
APPORTIONMLXT OF LuBacrY 5 7 cmL o at 99 (hp0Sed F d  Draft (Revised), 1999). 

* Rosser and Ketton state that 'Ttlhe rule of joint liability favors plaihdffs, since the aggregate w d t h  of 
the defendants stands behind the judgment. without regard to the propomonate responsibility of the defendans 
individually for the loss." W O N  FT AL. supm note 2.5 67, at 475. " Pennsylvania Contribution Among Torrfeuors Acr. 1951 Pa. h w s  1130 (codified at 42 PA. CONS. 
STAT. ANN. 5 8321 (West 1998)). " 12 U.LA.57-59 (1975). 
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fault, which provided that the total liability would be equally apportioned 
among joint tortfea~ors.~~ Pennsylvania later adopted the concept of 
comparative fault by statute in 1 9 7 6 , ~ ~  but followed the modified form of 
comparative fault, meaning that the plaintiff can recover as long as her fault is 
not greater than the defendant's fault.27 Moreover, where there are multiple 
joint tortfeasors, Pennsylvania follows the theory of aggregation in 
comparative fault, which measures the plaintiffs liability against the aggregate 
liability of ail joint tortfeasors to determine whether plaintiff can recover.28 
Therefore, as long as the plaintiffs liability is less than the total aggregate 
liability of all joint tortfeasors, then the plaintiff can recover her proportionate 
share of damages from one or all of the joint tortfea~ors.~~ 

The impetus for ton reform in the law of apportionment was provided by a 
recent Florida case, Walt Disney World v. In Disney World, a woman 
was injured at the "Grand Prix" automobile racing anraction when her fianct's 
"race car" bumped into hem3' She sued Disney World and was found fourteen 
percent at fault while her then-husband w& found to be eighty-five percent at 
fault, and Disney World was found to be only one percent at fault.32 Because 
of the doctrine of spousal immunity, the plaintiff's husband' could not be 
requited to pay the judgment, so Disney World was held liable for eighty-six 
percent of the damages (approximately $75,000) when it was only one percent 
at fault.33 

See R. Michael Lindsey, Compe~cuion. Fairness. and the Cosb ofAccide~~w-Should Pennsylvania's 
Lcgislanrre Mo&b or Abmgare the Rule of Joint and S m d  Liabiliry Among Concwcnrly Negligent 
Tonfteusors?, 91 DICK L REV. 947 (1983, which stated that in 1943. a bill proposing comparative fault was 
inucduced at the Pennsylvania General Assembly and failed Id. at 956 n.48 (citing KB. 604. 135 GUI. 
Assembly. 1942 Sess.. 1 Pa. Leg. J. 725 (1943)); see aLFo Arrbur R. Harris. Note. Compar~'ve Negligence in 
Pennsylvania?. 17 TEMP. LQ. 276 (1943). 

26 Comparative Neglig~nce Act of 1976. 1976 Pa. Laws 855 ( c a d  at 42 PA CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 
7102 (West 1998)). 'l'his act m a e d  Pennsylvania law as to joint toctfeasas and appomonment of damages. 
" See, cg.. Elder v. Orluck 515 k 2 d  517 (Pa 1986). 
28 In Eldcr, fault was apponiod to plaint8 at twenty-five pcrcenc defendant Orfuck at sixty percent 

and defendant Harrisville at ! t n  percent 515 k 2 d  at 518. Defendant Harrisville argued that because its 
liability was less than that of the plaintiff. it was not quind to pay damages. See id. The Pennsylvania 
Supreme Coun held orhenvise. See id  at 525. 

29 Id 
'O 515 So. 2d 198 (Fla 1987). 
" Id at 199. 
l2 See Walt Disney World Co. v. Wood 489 So. 2d 61. 62 (Fla Disr. CL App. 1986). The jury found 

Disney's liability based on negligent design of the bumper car ride. I assume. 
I3 Florida "imposes joint and several liability for economic damages on any independent tordeasor 

whose comparative responsibility is greater thyl the plaintiff's." See RESTATEMENT OlURD) OF TORI% 

A P m R n o m  OF LIAEW 5 18E C ~ L  b. at 349 (Proposed Final Draft (Revised). 1999); see also 
r\MEiUCW LAW [NST.. REPORTER'S STUDY. ~ R P R I S E  R E s P O N S I B W  FOR PERSONAL INJURY. VOL 11: 
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In response to Disney World and similar cases, .the ALI has initiated a 
massive fundamental change in the law of joint and several liability and 
apportionment by adopting the Restatement (Third) Apportionment. The goal 
of this project appears to have been to prevent a corporate defendant who is 
slightly at fault from being held liable for a large portion of the damages." 

The U s  massive refom of joint and several liability and appomonment 
is an extreme over-reaction to the rare fact pattern of Disney The 
main theme of the Restatement (Third), Appom.onment is that anything is 
better than joint and several liability. The Reporters seem to have adopted 
their novel "track" approach in order to avoid weighing and evaluating the 
large number of cases that have applied joint and several liability theory over 
the past 380 yeus. The Reporters' method is first to present the basic rule of 
joint and several liability, in section 28A (Track A): "If the independent . . . 
conduct of two or more persons is a legal cause of an indivisible injury, each 
person is jointly and severally liable . . . ."36 Then they present four separate 
and unique tracks implying they are equal to, or better than, joint and several 
liability. Track B is presented in section 28B: "If two or more persons' 
independent tortious conduct is the le al cause of an indivisible injury, each 
defendant . . . is severally liable . . . ."le This is the opposite of Track A and is 
a complete rejection of joint and several liability. Track C is introduced in 
section 28C: "If the independent tortious conduct of two or more persons is a 
legal cause of an indivisible injury, each person is jointly and severally liable 
. . . subject to the reallocation provision of [a later section]."38 Track C allows 
the plaintiffs recovery to be reduced merely because the judgment cannot be 

APPROACHES TU LEG* AND INSTRUTIONAL CHANGE 151 11.28 (1991): June F. Enrman. The Nonpany 
Tonfcaor. 23 MEM. ST. U. L REV. 105,106 (1992). " I make this inference h m  the text of the Resmement (Third). A p p o m ' o ~ ~ ~ m  based on an assessment 
of who is benefitted (defendants) and who is harmed (plaintiffs) in almost evvy section 

35 No mention has been made of the fact that the injury would not have occurred if Disney World had 
cvefully designed the dangerous amusement park ride. Funha, holding Disney World liable for eighty-six 
percent of the plaintiffs damages can be jusdfied on the basis of Judge Calabmi's theory that Disney World 
is the "cheapcsr cost avoider." Guido W r e s i  & Jon T. Hischoff, Towarda Test for Strict Liability in Torrs. 
81 YALE U. 1055. 1073 (1972) (discussing the history of assumption of risk and stating that the emphasis 
should be not on "whether the defendant had the 'right' to impose the risk oa the plaintiff." but on %nowledge 
and appreciation of the risk and availability of alternatives" which could wi ly  serve to "absolve the 
defendants only in those situations whm . . . the cosbbenefit analysis was better left to the plaintiff-) 
(citations omitted). Here. Disney can evaluate the risk m t e d  by bumper can and do something about it. The 
plaintiff docs not d z e  the risk and can do tiale to alter i t  

36 RESTATE~ENT (~HIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILIN 8 28A. at 206 (Proposed Final Draft 
(Revised). 1999). '' Id. 5 288. at 221. 

38 Id 5 28C. n 2 4 5 4 .  
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collected from an insolvent defendant. Track D is introduced in section 28D: 
"If the . . . conduct of two or more persons is a legal cause of an indivisible 
injury, each defendant who is assigned a percentage of comparative 
responsibility equal to . . . the legal threshold is jointly and severally liable, and 
each defendant who is assigned a percentage . . . below the legal threshold is 
. . . severally liable."39 Section 28D introduces a mathematical concept, the 
threshold, which serves to reduce the plaintiff's recovery in certain cases. 
Track E is presented in section 28E: "If the . . . conduct of two or more persons 
is a legal cause of an indivisible injury, each defendant is jointly and severally 
liable for . . . economic damages . . . and . . . is severally liable for the 
comparative share . . . of the remaining non-economic damages . . . .'a Track 
E divides the plaintiff's damages into economic losses and pain and suffering, 
with different standards of recovery for each. 

The implied conclusion is that any of these new and complicated 
approaches to indivisible injury is better than joint and several liability. The 
Reporters' radical approach allows them to criticize joint and several liability 
without acknowledging the common law or the underlying policies. 
Unfortunately, it also allows the ALI to grant its imprimatur to a work that is 
not a new Restatement. It is instead a critique of joint and several liability 
without engagement, without the labor of a new Restatement. In contrast, this 
Article will compare the law and policies of each of the important sections of 
the Restatement (Third), Apponionment with the corresponding law of 
Pennsylvania in order to demonstrate that much of the Restatement (Third), 
Appotionment contradicts the law of Pennsylvania, disregards the plicies 
underlying joint and several liability, and violates economic theory. 

An examination of the ALI's proposals, as compared with Pennsylvania 
law, will make clear that the Restatement (Third), Appommonment is biased tort 
reform, designed to benefit two specific clients: the defense bar and the 
insurance industry. If adopted, the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment would 
constitute a radical reversal of fundamental Pennsylvania law, the 
representative jurisdiction for this Article. Part II will analyze the apportion- 
ment provisions in tenns of the five tracks proposed by the Reporters. Part IlI 
will evaluate important apportionment provisions that are not directly related 
to the tracks. 
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n. ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE RESTAZEMENT (THIRD), 
APPORnONMENTON THE PENNSYLVANIA LAW OF JOINT AND SEVERAL 

L I A B I L ~  

Section 27 of the Restatement (Third), Appom'onrnent begins the critique of 
joint and several liability by refusing to take a position on whether joint and 
several liability should ap ly and instead looks to each jurisdiction for a 
determination of the issue.4' Section 27 provides "if the independent tortious 
conduct of two or more persons is a legal cause of an indivisible injury, 
whether those persons are jointly and severally . . . or severally liable is 
determined by the law of the applicable juri~diction."~ By failing to adopt the 
majority view, section 27 harms plaintiffs because it means that in many 
situations they will be unable to recover their full damages, or even any 
damages at all, because the tortfeasors who caused the injury will not be held 
jointly and severally liable. 

The Reporters suggest, without discussion. that there are five different 
answers, or "tracks," to the question of joint liability. Over one-third of the 
479 pages of the Restatement (Third), Appom'onrnent are devoted to these 
replacements for joint and several liability:3 In addition to the amrunt of 
coverage the tracks are given, the new Restatement has two vices. First, it 
suggests that the five tracks are interchangeable. Second, it is not a 
restatement of the law. 

By presenting the five tracks without ranking and evaluating each, the 
Reporters imply that one track can serve as well as another. In fact, each track 
is dramatically different, and all except the first are clear rejections of 
Pennsylvania apportionment law. The law of Pennsylvania is that if two or 
more tortfeasors cause an indivisible injury, they will be held jointly and 
severally liable.44 

In addition to the inequality of the tracks, the Restatement is not what it 
purports to be. The traditional role of the ALI was to restate the common law. 
The five-track proposal is not a restatement of the common law. With the 

." Id 5 27, at 203. The Commcnt assens that %ere is cumndy no majority ~ l e  on this question" and 
s m w  funher that both comparative fault and ton reform ace largely responsible for subsranrial modifications 
of joint and s e v e d  liability in most jurisdictions. Id. cmt a. 

Id. 
43 See generally RESTATE..? (THIBD) OFTORTS: APWRTIONMLW OF L I A B ~ .  
~4 See KEETON ET AL. supra note 2.5 52. at 347: supra notes 6- 17 and accompanying text 
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exception of Track A, the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is merely a 
catalogue of the tort refonn accomplished in the past nineteen years. What is 
missing from the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is a restatement of the 
cases, the common law. The implication of the five-track proposal is that the 
law of Pennsylvania needs to be changed. The Reporters' argument for this 
point is missing, however. In contrast to. the new Restatement, the 
Pennsylvania law of joint and several liability rests on the policy that the 
injured victim should have a source for her recovery, and that wrongdoers 
should be deterred. It builds on the concept that those who cause injury are at 
fault and are liable to the plaintiff for damages. As will be shown, the new 
Restatement (Third), Apportionment rejects these foundational policies of 
Pennsylvania law. 

A. Track A: Joint and Several Liability 

Section 28A presents what the Reponers call Track A. It provides that 
tortfeasors who cause indivisible injury to the plaintiff may be held jointly and 
severally liable:" "a plaintiff may sue any of those [independent tortfeasors] 
who are jointly and severally liable and recover all damages'' from any one of 
those defendants.* From a plaintiff's perspective, Track A is the best track to 
use in determining her recovery because the plaintiff does not bear the risk of a 
decreased recovery if one tortfeasor is judgment proof, immune, or outside the 
jurisdiction. Unlike Track A, the other four tracks reduce the plaintiff's 
recovery through various novel and sometimes radical devices. 

Section 29A contributes only a procedural rule providing that in cases of 
indivisible injury the question of allocation among defendants, other parties, 
and settlers is submitted to the jury:47 "if one defendant and at least one other 
party . . . may be found responsible . . . for plaintiffs indivisible injury, each of 
the parties . . . is submitted to the factfinder for assignment of a percentage of 
comparative re~ponsibility.'~ Approximately ninety-two percent of cases are 

45 RESTA- (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORnONMENr OF L I A B I ~  5 2 8 h  at 207. Track A is based on 
pure joint and s e v d  liability and "results in the imposition of joint and several liability on all tordaso~~ who 
ye the legal muse of an indivisible injury." Id 

56 Id. As an example of an indivisible red& Pro- and Kceton describe a coilision becwcen two 
automobiles that injures a third person K ~ ~ O N  m AL. supra note 2.8  52, at 347 (citations omincd). 
" RESTA- (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 5 2 9 k  at 114. 

Id Section 29A of the Resratement (Third), Apporrionmcn~ favors the consumer in part ~CUUSC 

damgcs es a l l d  only among panics to the exclusion of non-pardcs. Id. 
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settled and never go to the jury;49 therefore, section 29A will not be helpful in 
the majority of cases. 

B. Track B: Several Liability 

Section 28B introduces Track B and provides that "[ilf two or more 
persons' . . . conduct is the . . . cause of an indivisible injury, each defendant 
. . . is severally liable.'50 This track is a complete rejection of the Pennsylvania 
law of joint and several liability. Pennsylvania law, following the traditional 
rule of joint and several liability, assigns full responsibility to each defendant." 
Under Track B, however, the plaintiff can recover from each defendant only in 
proportion to each defendant's fault.52 

SeveraI distinguished economists disapree with the Restatement (Third), 
Apportionment and conclude that economic efficiency is better served b a rule Y3 of joint and several liability than by one of several liability only. For 
example, Professors Kornhauser and Revesz concluded that negligence rules 
are efficient under joint and several liability as long as the standard of care for 
each of the actors is set at the socially optimal level but that ne ligence rules 
are not efficient in the absence of joint and several liability! Professors 
Theodore Eisenberg, Henry Mark, and Stuart Schwab also conclude that joint 
and several liability is more efficient: 

The basic law and economics model suggests that joint and several 
liability is more efficient than several-only liability. By ensuring that 
each actor faces the full social costs of its actions, joint and several 
liability induces optimal behavior. The [economic] models reach less 
determinate outcomes when insolvency . . . and settlements are 
considered. But no model shows that several liability is generally 

49 See. e.8.. Man: Galanter. Reading the Landscape of Dispwes: W?utt We Know (And Think We Know) 
and Don 'r Knmv Aboul Our Allegedly Cotuenrious and Litigious Sm'ery, 31 UCLA L REV. 4.28 (1983). 

Cnwr>) OFTORE: A P m R n o ~  OF L U B m  5 288. at 221. The Comment notes 
that for this sation to become applicable, "defendants must not have a relationship or connection that would 
justify imposition of liability punuant to 55 23.24, or 25." Id 5 28B cmf. C, at 222. " See supra notes 6-17 and accompanying tcxt 

52 Cnwr>) OF Torn: APPORTIONMP(T OF L U B W  5 28B. cmt. 6 at 197 (Proposed 
Fmal Dran 1998). lo this earlier draft. the R e p o m  observed that the rationale behind imposing several 
liability is to "limit the liability of any tonfeasor to the plaintiffs damags." Id It was noted funhrr that this 
change shifts the "obligtion to join additional parries . . . h m  the defendant to the plaintiff." Id 

53 Lewis A Komhauscr & Richvd L Revesz. Sharing DMIoges Among Multiple Tonfeasors, 98 YALE 
U. 831, 834 (1989). Because joint and several Liability is a "unitary share rule." it produces efficient 
outcomes. Id at 851. Sevenl liability. on the other hand is a '%ctional share rule and in general, is not 
efficient." Id " Id at 870. 
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more efficient. The [economic] models suggest then, that one should 
skeptically view empirical claims that several liability is more 
efficient than joint liability. This is particularly so when there are no 
studies that can cleanly separate5p effects of joint and several 
liability reforms from other factors. 

In addition to providing for several liability only, section 28B pennits the 
fact finder to assign responsibility not only to all parties, settling tortfeasors, 
and immune persons, but also to other identified persons for which there is 
sufficient evidence introduced at trial to pennit the fact finder to determine that 
the person's tortious conduct was a legal cause of the indivisible This 
enables the fact finder to assign responsibility reflecting the percentage share 
of the plaintiff's damages for which each tortfeasor is liable. 

The Reporters define a "person" as someone who is not a party to the suit 
and who has not entered into a settlement with the plaintiff but who is alleged 
by one or more parties to have caused in fact the plaintiffs injury:7 This 
formulation creates a legal quagmire for the injured victim. It is possible to 
have both a pure several liability rule and a rule that does not permit the fact 
finder to assign comparative responsibility to n ~ n - ~ a r t i e s . ~ ~  Track B rejects 
this harmonization and permits an allocation of responsibility to non-parties. 
Under section 28B, the risk of not joining a party or being unable to join a 
party is borne by the plaintiff?9 Section 28B is best explained by looking at 
comment (d) of the 1998 Proposed Final Draft, which provides the section's 
rationale: "the obligation to join additional parties and have their liabili 
determined by the fact finder is shifted from the defendant to the plaintiff.' 2 
However, there is a continuing debate over what should happen when someone 
has caused injury to the piaintiff. but is not joined in the suit because that 
person is unidentitied or is judgment proof, and therefore is not a party.6' 

" Theodo~c Eiscnbeg & Slum Schwab. Analysis of P r o p a d  Pennsylvania Civil Justice Reforms and 
Projected Economic Impact of Such Refarms (June 7.1999) (unpublished manuscrip& on file with the author). 
" RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORnONMPrr OF LIABILlTY 9 28B cmt C, at 196-97. '' R E S T A ~  (llm~) OF TORTS: A P m R n o m m m  OF L I A B ~  8 29D cmt c, at 317 (Proposed 

Final Draft (Revised). 1999). 
" The Reponas made this point See RESTAIEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: AF'PORTIONMEM OF f..lABarrY 

9 288 cmt 4 at 197 ( P m p d  F d  Draft 1998). l'he import of pun several Liabiity is to place the risk of 
insolvent persons who are not joined on the defendant rather than the piaindff. 

59 Id. 9 28B cmt. d. at 198. Additionally, the Reporters note that the decision to apportion responsibility 
to non-parries is "fc]onsistent with the large majority of jurisdictions with either pun several liability or a 
hybrid system that submit nonparries to the factfinder for an apportionment of responsibility." Id 

60 Id. 3 28B cmt d, at 197. This Comment was deleted h m  the 1999 Revised Draft 
See KEETON ET &, supra note 2.5 67. at 475-76 n.64. Prosser and k t o n  identify the wide range of 

solutions that individual jurisdictions have created to handle the problem. Id 
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Section 28B answers that question by allowing an allocation of responsibility 
to the n~n-~arty.~ '  The problem for plaintiffs is that this will reduce their 
recovery and may entirely eliminate it in some cases. 

In the American civil justice system. all roads lead to the trial and the 
various ruies and procedures for the trial have developed over hundreds of 
years. The purpose of these historic rules and rocedures is to accomplish 

6! justice and provide fair treatment to each party. One of the foundations of 
the trial system is that only properly joined parties can influence and affect the 
plaintiff's recovery.64 For example, an unknown person who drives in front of 
another driver, causing her to swerve into oncoming MIC, and resulting in 
injury to the passenger, cannot affect the passenger's recove6y against the 
driver. The tort reform statutes of the 1980s softened this result. 

The rule that "only parties" may affect the docation of damages provides a 
predictable and efficient laboratory in which to apply the procedural and 
evidentiary rules that lead to justice. The Reporters, in contrast, allow persons, 
including immune persons such as an employer, a spouse, or the state, to be 
considered by the jury in apportionment and to reduce the plaintiffs recovery, 
even though they have not been joined.66 The result will likely be chaos. 

By allowing liability to be apportioned to non-parties, the Restatement 
approach reduces the plaintiffs recovery because the plaintiff cannot recover 
from a non-party. The more at fault the non-party is, the less the plaintiff 
recovers. The solution to the patent injustice of section 28B is to eliminate the 
concept that the fault of non-parties can reduce the victim's recovery. Section 
28B is contrary to Pennsylvania law. Pennsylvania case law has uniformly 
rejected the theories underlying the Reporters' track system. In Ball v. Johns- 

62 RESTATEMENT o) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABarrY $ 28B cmt b. at 196. This notion 
was papamared in the 1999 revision. See RESTATEMENT w) OF TORTS: APWRTIO- OF LIABW 
5 28B cmr a. at 222 (Proposed Final Draft (Revised). 1999); id. $ 29B. at 228. An exception to section 28B is 
that an individual who has inrentionally caused an injury is still held jointly and severally liable by mami of 
section 22. See id $ 288 cm~ c. at 222. Whetha the torrfeasor has met the inte.naonal ton. standard is 
measured by the r o d ~ o r ' s  ''intent" as defined in 5 8A of the Resfaremc~~) (Second) of Torrs. See id. 

63 FED. R Em. 102. 
64 See generally id; see generally also FED. R. CIV. P. 
65 The Reponen noted that '?flourteen stares have abolished joint and several liability for multiple 

tordevors whose independent actions nsult in an indivisible injury to plaintiff." RESTATEMENT (lIi~0) OF 

TORTS: APPORI'IONMEM OF LlABILlTI $ 278, at 193 (Proposed Rnal Draff 1998). 
Id. $ 28B at 198-99. It was the Reponas' posiuon in the 1998 dm? that "at a minimum" 

responsibility should be apportioned to "all parties and senling torrfeasoa. including those against whom the 
plainriff may nor recover pursuant to 4 2 of this Resuumen~" Id $ 28B cmt. c, at 196. 
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Manville the court stated, "We are aware of no principle of 
Pennsylviqia law that allows a 'ury to make a finding of liability against a 
party who has not been sued," and the court in Gmss v. Johm-Manville 
~0r-p.~' refused to instruct the jury to apportion damages among settling and 
non-settling defendants. The reason is that to do so would destroy the policy 
favoring settlement If settling parties are put before the jury, it would 
decrease the incentive for ~ettlement.~' 

Pennsylvania statutory law also clearly rejects the theory of the track 
system that responsibility can be assigned to non-parties. In Kemper National 
P & C Cos. v. the Pennsylvania Superior Court held that while other 
jurisdictions "permit[ted] the apportionment of liability among all tortfeasors, 
even those not made parties," Pennsylvania's statute was not as permissive.72 
Additionally, the court chose not to extend apportionment of liability to non- 
parties because to do so wouId "disrupt the legislative scheme."73 Moreover, 
the court reasoned that "[ilf a new theory of recovery is to be recognized in 
Pennsylvania, it should come from either our Supreme Court or the 
legislat~re."~~ 

C. Track C: Joint and Several Liability with Reallocation 

Section 28C presents Track C, which provides that "if the independent 
tortious conduct of two or more persons is a legal cause of an indivisible injury 
each person is jointly and severally liable for the damages."" However, this 
basic rule of joint and several liability is modified in three important respects 
by the other sections of Track C. First, the comparative responsibility of 
immune parties cannot be considered by the jury.76 Second, the basic rule is 
subject to a reallocation provision that imposes at least part of the risk that a 
defendant will be insolvent on the plaintiff who is even slightly at fault.n 
Third, Track C alters the traditional rule that applies when one of the negligent 

67 625 A.2d 650 (Pa. Super. CL 1993). 
Id at 65940. 

69 600 k 2 d  558 (Pa. Super. C t  1991). 
70 See id. at 565. 
71 615 A.2d 372 (Pa. Super. CL 1992). 
72 Id. at 380. 
" Id 
74 Id 
75 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONME! OF LIABILITY 5 28C. at 24546 (Proposed Fnai 

Drift (Revised). 1999). 
76 Id. g 29C. at 253. 

Id. g 3 1C. at 276. 
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parties is the plaintiffs employer.78 Each of these modifications is discussed 
in turn. 

I .  Section 29C: Assignment of Responsibility 

Section 29C makes clear that under Track C only parries, not "persons," as 
in section 28C, are submitted to the fact finder for an assignment of 
responsibility.79 This is an artempt by the Reporters to reflect the rule in 
numerous jurisdictions, that only "parries" may be considered for 
apportionment. Comment (e) to section 29C provides that "this section does 
not permit submission of immune parties to the fact finder for an allocation of 
responsibiliry.'"O A number of immunities exist that may cause a party to be 
omitted from the cdculation. Examples include sovereign immunity, other 
governmental immunities, inuafamily immunities, and charitable imrnunitie~.~~ 
The Reporters acknowledge that a serious consequence "of omitting immune 
persons from an assignment of comparative responsibility is that the omission 
of the immune party . . . may result in increasing the plaintiff's share of 
comparative responsibility above the threshold for barring the plaintiffs claim 
in modiiied comparative responsibility juri~dictions.'"~ 

Section 29C shifts the proportional responsibility of the immune party onto 
the plaintiff because the responsibility of the plaintiff is weighed but not that of 
the immune party. The Reporters offer the following illustration: 

A sues B, alleging negligence by B in permitting the front steps of 
B's condominurn to become rotted and thereby collapse . . . . B 
claims that C, the municipality that recently inspected B's 
condominium, is also responsible . . . . C is immune from ton 
liability. C should not be submitted to the fact finder for a 
comparative share of re~ponsibilit~?~ 

Thus, if plaintiff A is found to be at fault to any degree, A's proportionate 
share of responsibility will be greater (because ther is only one defendant, B, 
whose negligence may be considered by the jury in assignment of fault) than it 

- 

'a  Id. g 30C. at 265-66. 
79 Id. # 29C. a! 253. 

Id cmt. e, ar 254. 
" See id. 
82 Id. at 256. ?he Repomrs offer other reasons for not submitting immune parties to the fact finder, 

including adminisuative convenience. and avoiding "complicated and difficult" demninations oithe origin of 
one's immunity. Id at 255-56. 

Id. cmr. e illus. 1. at 256. 
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would be if C's responsibility also could be considered. Section 29C will 
therefore reduce the amount recovered by the plaintiff. Indeed, the plaintiff 
may recover nothing, depending on the amount of responsibility allocated to 
the immune party. 

Pe~sylvania law clearly prohibits the weighing of immune parties by the 
fact finder. In Ryden v. Johns-Manville the court held that an 
employer was immune from liability in a negligence action under the Worker's 
Compensation ACL" The court concluded, by citing unambiguous language 
from Pennsylvania's statute, that only defendants who could be found liable 
were subject to apportionment.86 

Following suit, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Heckendom v. 
Consolidated Rail  or^.^' stated that "[tlhe Workers' Compensation Act 
provides that '[tlhe liability of an employer under this act shall be exclusive' 
and that the employer 'shall not be liable to a third party for damages, 
contribution or indemnity in any action at law, or otherwise . . . ."'88 

Additionally, "the Workers Compensation Act provides that '[aln em loyer is 
one against whom recovery can neither be 'sought nor allowed."" In ~s 
case, the plaintiff argued that the Comparative Negligence Act reflected "a 
legislative intent to pennit joinder of an employer as an additional defendant 
for the purpose of apportioning fault."g0 The court disagreed, stating that the 
Act's legislative history revealed the opposite intent?' In conclusion, the court 

- 

84 518F.Supp.311(W.D.Pa 1981). 
Id at 316: see ako Daniel Levi. Note. A ~o&otison of Comparative Negligence Stmutes: Jury 

Allocarion of F d t - D o  D e f b  Run the Risk Paying for the Forrlr of Nonpany Tonfeason?, 76 WMH. U.  
LQ. 407.414 (1998) (stating that Ryden was the 'leading Pennsylvania wc in thc area"). 

86 See Rydcr. 518 F. Supp. at 315-16. 'Ihe court held that the focus of the inquiry should not be on the 
inequities that could result h exclusion of immune parties h m  the jury's determination of apwonmmt 
See id. at 316. Defendants argued that the inequities of a culpable third parry's being forced to pay the endre 
award and the possibility that a negligent unployer could regain worica's compensation benefits payments 
h u g h  subiogation should have been enough for the court to look beyond sfamtory language. See id. ?he 
court disagreed. See id. " 465 A.2d 609 (Pa 1983). 

Id. at 612 (citing Workcrs' Compensation Acr, PA STAT. ANN. tit. 77 $5 1-1603 (West 1992)). 
89 Id.; see also Dem v. Lisle Corp.. No. Civ.A 90-5244.1992 WL 20322 E D .  Pa Jan. 31,1992); Kelly 

v. C-durn Co.. 453 k 2 d  624 (Pa 1982); Bell v. KO- Co.. 392 A.2d 1380 (Pa 1978); Brozzctti v. 
Hempt Bros.. 456 A.2d 595 (Pa Super. Ct 1983); Amold v. Borbonus. 390 A.2d 271 (Pa Super. Ct. 1978); 
Hefferin v. Stempkowski. 372 A.2d 869 (Pa Super. Ct 1977). Bur see Pe~uyivanh Supreme Coun Review, 
54 TEMP. LQ. 72941 (1981) (criticizing the Hrfrrin decision and suggesting that secaon 303 should not 
preclude joinder of employs for comparative negligence purposes). " Heckendom 465 k 2 d  at 612. 

9' See id 
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stated more broadly that an immune joint tortfeasor does not relieve any other 
tortfeasor of full liability is a "longstanding common-law principle."92 

2. Section 3IC: Reallocation of Damages Based on Unenforceability of 
Judgment 

Section 31C states that "if a defendant establishes that a judgment for 
conmbution cannot be fully enforced against another defendant, the court will 
reallocate liability. The unenforceable portion is reallocated to a l l  of the other 
parties, including the plaintiff."93 This section is injurious to plaintiffs because 
it establishes a preference for tortfeasors over innocent plaintiffs. Specifically, 
it unjustly allows a reduction in the plaintiffs recovery solely because a 
judgment against one defendant cannot be executed. This goes against the 
history of tort law. Precedent suggests that if there is a choice between a 
tortfeasor and an innocent plaintiff, the innocent plaintiff is to be preferred.94 

Joint and several liability requires a defendant to bear the burden of an 
insolvent defendant's negligence on the basis that as between a defendant who 
was at fault and an innocent plaintiff, it makes more sense to put the loss on the 
defendant.95 The Reporters argue that this no longer makes sense because.of 
the adoption of comparative faultM This meaning is neither explained nor 
self-evident, however. 

The theme of the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is that victims, 
actors, parties, and persons are all e ual, and that responsibility is merely a 
matter of mathematical percentages? This of course ignores history and 
reality. For example, there is a great difference between the tortious conduct 
of O.J. Simpson and any hypothetical carelessness on the part of his wife 
Nicole in going out late at night or perhaps not canying a flashlight or a 
whistle. In product liability cases, the manufacturer is the expert and knows 

- - 

92 Id. at 612-13 (citing REsr~~urpn.  (SECOND) OFTORTS 5 880 (1979)). 
93 RESTATEMENT [ l lmD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABMY 5 31C(a). at 276 (Proposed Rnal 

Draft (Revised). 1999). Section 3 1C excepts &om the ndocaaon provision intentional defendants and those 
who acted in conceh Id 

See. e.8.. Bowman v. Redding & Co.. 449 F.Zd 956 (D.C. Cr. 1971); Summers v. Tce. 199 P . 2  1 
(Cal. 1948). 

9s This is the policy of joint and several liability. See =ON ET AL, supra note 552. at 347. 
" RESTATEMENT 0) OFTORTS: APmRTIONMENr 5 31C reponers' note, at 7-92-93. It is noted that a 

responsible parry's insolvency would be fully placed on defendant provided that plaintiff was found h e  of 
faulr See id 

97 Id 5 31C cmcs. a-rn. at 1-77-91. Comment a to section 31C states that the imposition of a party's 
insolvency is proponionally shifted to all "remaining legally responsible panics." Id cmt. a. at 277-78. 
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every aspect of the design of the product Consider an automobile. The 
consumer, especially with today's "sealed hoods," is often clueless as to the 
design and function of a modern a~tomobile .~~ Nevertheless, the Reporters 
argue in section 31C that aiI parties can be thrown into the same pot and 
weighed together.99 By contrast, Pennsylvania law elevates the victim over the 
tortfeasor: "as between the rights of victims and competing tortfeasors, the 
rights of victims shall be paramount."'00 

The second half of the Reporters' flawed theory of apportionment is that 
joint and several liability is somehow directly linked to comparative fau1t.l0' 
The Reporters' position is that because of the widespread adoption of 
comparative faulk the risk of bankrupk immune, and extra-jurisdictional 
tortfeasors must be placed on (or at least shared by) the victim rather than the 
defendants who are before the court. Professor Wright notes that no authority 
has been presented for this linking of comparative fault with joint and several 
liability and that the artificial chaining together conceals "the fundamental 
issue in the debate over joint and several liability: the question of whether the 
injured plaintiff, the defendant tortfeasors, or both should bear the expense and 
risk of apportionment of liability when there are multiple responsible causes of 
the same injury."lo2 Pennsylvania has senled the debate: the risk should rest 
on the tortfeasor.'03 

A jurisdiction is able to have both joint and several liability and 
comparative fault at the same time. A state, like Pennsylvania, is able to 
follow comparative fault and provide that the risk of unenforceability rests on 
the actor, not the victim. The two concepts of joint and several liability and 
comparative fault are not inherently linked as the Reporters suggests. 

98 For example, an average consumer is unlikely to be aware of designs and functions such as the Global 
Positioning System and &action control. 

99 See (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 5 3 1C. at 276. 
loo Baker v. ACM. Inc.. 729 k 2 d  1140, 1152 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1999). The plaintiff in this case was the 

widow of a worker who died h m  exposure to asbestos products. See id at 1143. She brought suit against 
several manufacturers under saict Liability and negligence theories. See id The court found that the 
'Yundamental question" presented by the lawsuit and the surrounding facts was "whether under the unique 
circumstances of this case the plaintiffs or the non-sealing t o d e w r  should bear the burden of the shodall 
between the consideration paid by the Manville T m t  . . . and its allocated share of the damages awarded to the 
plaintiff." Id at 1144. The court determined that the non-sealing torrfeasor was the best choice for bearing 
the additional damages. See id at 1 151. 

See RESTATE!! (THIRD) OFTOUTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 5 3 IC cmts. a-m. at 277-91. 
luZ Wrigh~  supm note 5, at 1154. 
'03 See Bakcr, 729 A.2d at 1152. 
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Section 31C raises the dangerous implication that it is permissible to shift 
the risk of unenforceability to plqintiffs merely because they may be partly at 
fault.lw Section 31C in effect proclaims that, although we used to place the 
risk of unenforceability on defendants, after 1999 we will place it on 
plaintiffs.105 No reason is presented why plaintiffs are better able to bear the 
loss than defendants. 

Moreover, section 31C is offensive to Pennsylvania law to the extent that it 
urges the submission of bankrupt parties to the jury for appointment and 
allocation purposes.106 The superior court recently stated: 

[A]s to those parties who were in bankruptcy when this case was 
submitted to the jury, we need only refer . . . to the recent en banc 
decision of this court in Ottavio v. Fliberboard Corp. where we 
analyzed this selfsame issue. The Ottavio court concluded that 
bankrupt defendants did not have to participate in the trial, and their 
names should not be submitted to the jury for a finding of liability. 
The court opined: Nothing precludes the solvent manufacturers in 
this case from obtaining contribution from the bankrupts when (and 
if) they emerge from reorganization proceedings. . . . Finally, the 
bankruptcy rules seem to preclude an apportionment of liability for a 
party operating under the automatic stay provisions of the 
Bankruptcy code.lo7 

The Restatement, Third thus contradicts the established law of Pennsylvania by 
placing part of the risk that a defendant will be bankrupt on the plaintiff, rather 
than on the other defendants. 

Section 31C is clearly contrary to Pennsylvania law. Pennsylvania has 
adopted both comparative fault and joint and several liability.lo8 This means 
that, although a negligent plaintiff may have her total recovery reduced by the 
amount of her fault, once her percentage is calculated, she may recover the 

-- 

lo4 R E S T A T E ~ ~ ~ ~  (THIRD) OF TORTS: Amitno- OF LUBMY 5 31C CIIIL a, at 276-78. Secaon 
3 1C provides. however, that redlocarion will not apply where the defendants are intentional mrtfcasors. acud 
in conccrr, or, through vicarious liabiiry, are assigned fault from anorhcr parry. Id Q 31C. at 276. 

Id. Q 3 1C. 
lo' Id. cmr e. at 282-83 (permitting considexation of bankrupt defendants for apportionment of 

compmtive responsibility. with subsequent ~ o c a u o n  to "other liable parties." if the bank~~prcy coun can 
be ;'g7erntadcd" to lift the automatic stay). 

E d  v. Johns-Manville Corp., 625 k 2 d  650.660 (Pa. Super. CL 1992) (citation omitted). '" See supm n o w  6-17. 23-29 and accompanying text for a discussion of Pennsylvania's adoption of 
joint and s e v d  liability and comparative fault, and in* notes 24142 and accompanying text for funher 
discussion of Pennsylvania's Comparative Negligence ACL 
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whole remaining amount from any jointly liable defendant.''' In Pennsylvania 
the debate is settled: the risk of uncollectability rests on the defendants, not the 
plaintiff. "O Pennsylvania has recognized that comparative fault and pure joint 
and several liability can work together hannoni~usl~.~" 

3. Section 30C: Eflecr of Responsibility Assigned to Immune Employer 

Section 30C provides that if the plaintifYs employer bears some share of 
fault, then the employer, even if immune, is submitted to the fact finder for an 
assignment of comparative responsibility (and a corresponding reduction in the 
damages recoverable by the plaintiff) in jurisdictions permitting such a 
reduction.l12 To exemplify section 30C, imagine that an injured worker brings 
suit against the manufacturer of a defective product such as a steam boiler.l13 
Assume that the defective boiler exploded and injured the worker. The worker 
has already recovered from the negligent employer a small set amount through 
workers' compensation. Three main issues are raised by section ~oc."~ First, 
whether the employer is immune h m  a suit for contribution by the 
manufacturer. Second, whether the employer is entitled to a set-off for the 
amount of worker's compensation it has paid the injured worker. Third, what 
happens to a negligent employer that thought it was protected from suit under 
worker's compensation. 

Section 30C inquires whether the jurisdiction in question allows a 
reduction of recoverable damages. If so, then the employer (who is otherwise 
immune h m  suit) is submitted to the fact finder for the assignment of a 
percentage of comparative responsibility."5 If the applicable law does not 
permit a reduction. the kmployer is not submitted to the fact finder.'l6 

A risk is that the employee's share could be reduced in some states. The 
Reporters state: "Where joint and several liability does not exist and the 

log See Baker v. ACU,  Inc.. 729 A.2d 1140,1152 (Pa Super. Ct. 1999). 
'lo See id. 

See generally Elder v. Orluck. 515 A.2d 517 (Pa 1986). "' MA- 0) OF TORTS: APPOmom OF LIABILITY g 30C. at 165-66 (Proposed F d  
Draft (Revised). 1999). As previously noted Pennsylvania does not permit coasidenaon by the jury of 
immune employers. See supm notes 84-92 and accompanying tcxc infm notes 120-21 and accompanying text. 

' I 3  See. rg . .  K o d  v. Cyclops Welding C q . .  585 N.E.2d 1023 (Ill. 1991). "' RESTA?EMEHT (Tam) OF TORTS: AmRnoNhmT OF LIABILITY g 30C. at 16566. lie R e p m  
examine sevaal approaches to the problem of coordinating workers' compensaaon and knz See id cmt b. at 
267-68. "' See id g 30C(a). at 266. "' Sec id g 30C(b), at 266. 
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employer as a nonparty is submitted to the fact finder for a determination of 
responsibility, the difference between the employer's comparative share . . . 
and the workers' compensation benefit is borne by the employee . . . .""' 

Under this radical concept, immune employers may be submitted to the fact 
frnder for an assignment of a percentage of responsibility thus permitting a 
reduction in the amount that is recovered by the plaintiff.118 The Reporters 
redefined an "immune person" (not subject to suit) to allow for the reduction in 
the amount that the other defendants will pay and therefore also to reduce the 
injured victims recovery. 'Ig 

Fortunately for injured Pennsylvania workers, the shifting sands and 
needless complexity of the section 30C proposal were rejected almost twenty 
years ago in Heckendom v. Consolidated Rail Corp. Pennsylvania refuses 
to submit the employer's responsibility to the jury in a third-party action, such 
as a suit for conmbution by the product manufacturer.121 

D. Track D: Hybrid Liabiity Based on Threshold Percentage of Cornpararive 
Responsibility 

Section 28D can be best understood in light of statutes that have been 
adopted since 1980 that characterize the liability of tortfeasors based on a 
threshold amount of responsibility. The threshold, which may range from ten 
percent to sixty percent, is usually fifty percent'" Section 28D provides that 
"if the independent tortious conduct of two or more persons is a legal cause of 

l7 Id rrponm' note. at 274. 
'I8 See RESTATEMENT (THIRO) OF TORIS: APPORTIONMPCT OF LIABILITY cmt. f. at 268 (Proposed Rnal 

Draft. 1998). The Commcm notes that for the sake of consistency, employers who are immune because of the 
exclusive remedy provided by Workers' Cornpensarion are sdll s u b m i d  to the facrlinder for apponionment 
of rtsponsibiity as long as "one or more defendants maybe found sevemlly liable." Id 

'I9 Id. $ 28D ant. g. at 169. 
lu, 465 A.2d 609 (Pa. 1983). 
12' See id. at 61 1; see &a supra notes 84-92 and accompanying text. 

(THIRD) OF TORTS: A~WRTIONMPCT OF L I A B W  5 28D reponen' note. at 316 
(Proposed F d  Draft (Revisedb 1999). The Reponers' Note states that "[blecaw there is no logical or 
policy argument that might just@ one threshold value over another. the text of the rule smted in chis section 
does not specify a value for the threshold.'' Id Additionally, a number of jurisdicaons are cited for their 
approach to settinp the threshold percentase: a Texas statute rcquins that defendants with w a t e r  than e n  
percent of responsibility be held joindy and severally liable provided that plainaff is &c from fault: a 
M o n m  smtute requires a defendant to be held joindy and severally liable if its responsibility is apportioned at 
p t e r  than fifty percenc New Jmey has determined that a defendant will be held joindy and severally liable 
for dl of plainriffs harm if the defendant was found to be greater rhan sixty percent a fault. or joindy and 
severally liable for plaintiffs economic loss only if found to be more than twenty but less than sixty percent at 
fault See id 
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indivisible injury, each defendant who is assigned a percentage of comparative 
responsibility equal to or in excess of the legal threshold is jointly and 
severally liab~e."'~ However, "each defendant who is assigned a percentage 
of corn arative responsibility below the legal threshold, is [only] severally 
liable. ..& 

The Reporters' rationale for excluding tortfeasors from joint and several 
liability is that because of the expansion of liability over the past several years, 
tortfeasors who are marginally at fault are being held liable for the entire 
amount of damages. The solution presented in section 28D is a threshold that 
will exclude some joint tortfeasors from joint liability. An example of the 
problem is illustrated in Walt Disney WorM Co. v. wood.lZ If Florida had 
used the f@ percent threshold as proposed by section 28D as a basis for 
liability, Disney World would have been liable for only one percent of 
damages because its percentage of fault would have fallen below the threshold 
standard of f i f ty percent Therefore, Disney World would have been only 
severally responsible. The plaintiff's concern with the threshold limitation is 
that her recovery could be greatly reduced. In Disney World, the plaintiff's 
fiancC's propomonate share of responsibility would never be recovered by the 
plaintiff because of immunity laws, and the threshold limits proposed by Track 
D greatly would have limited her recovery from Disney World The Reporters 
admit that "there is no logical or policy argument [to] jusufy one threshold 
value over another."126 

There are two fundamental problems with Track D. First, it is merely an 
invitation to the legislature to make a guess as to the appropriate line to draw 
(somewhere between ten percent and sixty percent) in order to hold a 
defendant jointly liable. Law is based on logic and experience, not guesses. It 
is patently biased when the legislature, in order to reduce the consumer's 
recovery, pulls a number out of a hat and calls it justice. Not surprisingly, only 
fourteen states have adopted Track D."~ 

IU Id 5 28D. at 300. Again. the Reporters cite the advent of comparative fault as one of the muons 
jusufying "a variety of hybrid schemes." one of which limits "joint and several liability to those mfeason 
whose responsibility exceeds a numerical threshold set by law." Id at 301. 

lz4 Id 8 28D, at 300-01. 
515 So. 2d 198 (Fla. 1987). For a complete discussion of this case. see supra notes 30-33 and 

accompanying texr 
RESTATE!! (lRlRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONWENT OF LIABlLITY 8 28D r e p o m '  note. at 3 16. 

'" Georgia. Hawaii. Iowa, Michisan. .Minnesota, Montana. New Hampshire. New Jmey, New York 
Ohio. Oklahoma. Texas. Washington and Wisconsin have all adopted thnshold limitations similar to those 
proposed by Track D. See id. at 312-15. 
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The second problem is that ninety-two percent of all cases are settled and 
therefore cases such as Disney World are extremely rare. Similar cases 
generally have involved corporations with substantial assets, and the facts of 
each case need to be examined carefully. Often it is apparent that the corporate 
defendant was more at fault than the assigned percentage. For example, 
Disney designed the high-speed attraction with knowledge of likely bumping. 
Indeed, Grand Prix racing cars beg to be misused and abused by their very 
nature. With bumper cars, a certain number of injuries are sure to occur. 
Disney World clearly was a cause of the injury and was negligent. It is, 
therefore, appropriate to place the loss on the park owner. Finally, the amount 
of damage in the Disney World case was small, $75,000. This is hardly an 
appropriate foundation for throwing out joint and several liability for a vast 
number of indivisible result cases. 

Applying Judge Calabresi's theory of "cheapest cost a~o ide r " '~~  to the facts 
of Disney World provides insight. Disney World is best able to understand the 
problem and best able to do something about it. Disney is clearly the 
"cheapest cost avoider." For example, Disney could redesign the bumper car 
ride or remove it. Because Disney World sells excitement, it is appropriate to 
place the costs of such excitement on it. The plaintiff, in contrast, understands 
little about bumper cars. She and her fiance' likely assumed they were safe. 

Pennsylvania has not adopted the threshold limitation proposed in section 
28D. In support of Pennsylvania's refusal to limit a plaintiffs recovery by 
artificial and restrictive thresholds, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court adopted 
the aggregate theory of comparative fault in Elder v. Orluck. 12' In Elder, the 
plaintiff was braking for a long line of traffic stopped for a passing parade 
when he was rear-ended and injured.130 The defendant, Orluck, joined the 
Hamsville municipality as a party, and fault was apportioned at twenty-five 
percent for the laintiff, sixty percent for defendant Orluck, and &en percent 
for Harrisville. Citing the language and legislative history of Pennsylvania's 
comparative fault statute for support, Hanisville objected to paying damages 
because its fault percentage was less than that apportioned to the plaintiff.'32 

12' Cdabrcsi & Hischoff. supra note 35. at 1073. 
129 515 A.?d 517 (PL 1986). 
"O Id.at518. 

See id. 
132 See id. Harrisville argued that the plural language of the statute. providing that the plaintiffs 

negligence is to be compared to 'UIC causal negligence of the defendant or defendmu against whom recovery 
is so"ght" was simply a recognition that many ton actions are brought spinst multiple defendano. Id at 519. 
To suppon this argument. Harrisville stmd that if the legislature had wanted the plainriff s negligence to be 
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I The court refuted Harrisville's argument, looked to how similar situations were 

i handled in other states, and determined that Pennsylvania's statute 

was enacted to eliminate the harsh common law doctrine of 
"contributory negligence" and replace it with the more equitable 
principles of comparative negligence. The intent of the legislature 
was to remedy those situations where an injured plaintiff would go 
uncompensated because of the rigid "contributory negligence" 
doctrine. The Act adopts the notion that injured victims will obtain a 
recovery in dl cases where the victim's negligence contributing to 
the injuries is not greater than that of the defendant or defendants. 
The policy purposes of the Act are met by comparing the plaintiffs 
negligence to the combined negligence of all defendants. We hold, 
therefore, that under the provisions of the Pennsylvania Comparative 
Negligence Act, recovery by an injured plaintiff will be precluded 
only where plaintiff's negligence exceeds the combined negligence 
of all defendants.'33 

In addition to Pennsylvania's refusal to adopt harsh threshold standards in 
other areas of damage apportionment, several noted economists have argued 
that joint liability is more efficient than several 1iabi1ity.l~~ Thus, the 
percentage limits of section 28D embrace a proposal that is economically 
inefficient. 

1. Section 290: Assignment of Responsibility: Both Jointly and Severally 
Liable and Severally Liable Defendants 

Section 29D is a critical section to Track D. The point of this section is 
that liability can be -appomoned to non-parties when liability is several only.135 
Thus, by alleging that various non-parties bear some part of the responsibility 
for the plaintiffs injuries, the defendants can reduce the amount they will pay 
and thereby decrease the amount the plaintiff will recover. The rationale for 
this is summarized as follows: 

compared with the aggregate of all the defendants' negligence. then the stature would have incorporated such 
language. See id Additionally. Harrisville argucd that the legislative history of the Act revealed that the 
statute was patterned on a Wisconsin s m t e  that had been intapnted conversely. See id at 521. 

133 Id at 525. 
134 See Komhauser & R e v s z  supra note 53: see also supra note 55 and accompanying t e x ~  
13' See R E s r A m  (THIRD) OF Tom: APPo~oNMPCT OF L U B W  3 29D cms. a*. at 316-19 

(Proposed Fmal Draft (Revised). 1999). The section allows pasons as well as panics to be apportioned 
responsibility. "Penon" is defined as one '%ho is not a party to the suit and has not en tmd into a settlement 
with the plaintiff but who is alleged by one or more panics whose rortious actions (even if protected by 
immunity) w m  a legal =use of plaintiff's indivisible injury." Id 5 29D cmr c. at 317. 
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Subsection (a) of this section permits the factfinder to assign 
responsibility not only to ail parties, settling tortfeasors, and immune 
employers but also to any other identified person for which there is 
sufficient evidence introduced at trial to permit the factfinder to 
determine that the person's tortious conduct was a legal cause of the 
plaintiffs injury. This enables the fact finder's assignment of 
responsibility to reflect the percentage of the plaintiff's 
damages for which each torttkasor is liable. 

The rationale continues: "the rule in subsection (a) of this section pennits the 
fact finder to assign responsibility to persons who are not parties to the 
action.91137 

Pennsylvania defines "parties" in the traditional manner: a person who has 
been served and is before the ~ 0 u r t . I ~ ~  The court in Ball v. Johns-Manville 
 or^.'^^ stated: "We are aware of no principle of Pennsylvania law that allows 
a jury to make a finding of liability against a parry who has not been sued."la 
The reason for this is both practical and fair. To allow the consideration of 
non-parties by the jury would lead to decisions that could not be enforced and 
would be woefully unfair to the plaintiff. This is because the plaintiff has no 
recourse against the non-party. The proposal for allowing the consideration of 
non-parties undermines the theory and the foundation of the judicial process.141 
The Reporters admit that there is little authority for allowing the consideration 
of non-parties by the jury.14' 

136 Id 4 29D cmt  i. at 322. Comment i nous that this hybrid system cream funher complications 
because of the uncertainty of who has the burden to join additional parties. Id a~ 323. 'Ihis is because the 
parties will not know who is above the rhreshold limitations until a k  n verdict is rendered. See id. at 323-24. 
This could greatly reduce the plaintiffs ability to recover damages if it is determined that the plaintiff had the 
burden to join additional parties to whom liability could have been npponioned. 

13' Id. 
See Baker v. AC&S Inc., 729 A.2d 1140. 1147 (Pa. Super. CL 1999). 

13' 625 A.2d 650 (Pa. Super. CL 1993). 
Id at 659. 

14' See Richards v. Owens-Illinois. Inc, 928 P.2d 1181 (Cd. 1997). In this case, a retired shipyard 
worker sued the manufacturer of asbestos products under the theories of negligence md smct liability. See id 
at 1183. The defendant argued that plaintiffs longtime smoking habit conmbuted to his reduced lung 
capacity. and sought to apportion fault to absent tobacco companies. See id at 1188-90. The coun. denying 
the defendant's argumenr stated that the 'Court of Appeal erred by reversing the judgment on the grounds that 
Owens-Illinois should have been allowed to ass ip  'fault' to absent tobacco companies in order to reduce its 
liability for [plaintiffs] 'noneconomic' damages.'' Id at 1192. 

See R E S A ~  (llilRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LV\BaR?I 3 29D cmr j, n 332-33 
(Proposed Final Draft (Revised), 1999). The Reponas note that the issue of assignment of responsibility to 
non-parties has "linle clear precedent" Id at 332. Additionally, s e v d  jurisdictions iuc cited for concluding 
that "unidentified panics'' should not be submined for apportionment of fault Id In the jurisdictions that 
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E. Track E: Hybrid Liability Based on Type of Damages 

Following the Reporters' theme that anythmg is better than joint and 
several liability, section 28E introduces Track E. This needlessly complicated 
section draws a distinction between economic damages and noneconomic 
damages that are suffered by the p1ai~tiff-l~~ It provides that if two or more 
persons are a legal cause of an individual injury, each defendant is jointly and 
severally liable for the economic damages and is severally liable for the non- 
economic damages.144 Economic damages are defined as "damages for which 
markets exist" such as "past and future wage loss, medical expenses and care, 
burial costs, [and] damages to propeay."145 Noneconomic damages include 
"pain and suffering, inconvenience, disfigurement, emotional distress, [and 
the] loss of society and companionship."'46 Only five to ten jurisdictions 
support Track E.'~' 

The Reporters acknowledge "[tlhe rule stated in this section imposes the 
fmancial risk of insolvency of a legally responsible party on defendants for the 
plaintiffs economic damages and on the plaintiff for the plaintiffs 
noneconomic damages.""@ Under this policy, the Reporters admit that 
"[tlhose with high earnings and access to the best medical care will fare better 
under the rules stated in this 'E' series than those who have low earnings or are 
unemployed."149 This class-based distinction cuts short the recovery of the 
injured plaintiffs. The Reporters cite only five state statutes that support this 
arbitrary proposal.'50 

A basic problem with the reasoning behind Track E is that the Reporters 
risk confusion of the term "economic damages" with the accepted phrase 

have concluded that non-parties should be submitted. no disdnction has been made beween identified and 
unidentified non-parties. See id. at 333. 

143 See id. 4 28E at 337. 
See id 

'45 Id. cmt c, at 338. 
146 Id 
14' Florida Ohio. California, Nebraska. and New Y& impose joint and several liability and several 

Liability depending on whether the damages are economic or non-economic. See id. reporters' note cmt b. at 
349-51. Additionally. Hawaii. Iowa. Mississippi and Missouri have statutory provisions in which joint and 
several liability is detmnined in part by the nature of the damages. See id. 

'" Id. 4 28E cmt d. at 339. This is b+ on the theory that providing for plaintiffs economic damages is 
"more imponant than providing full rccovay of noneconomic damages." Id The Reportas argue chat this is 
comparable to a no-fault compensation system which places rccovay of economic damages above recovering 
nontconomic damages. See id 

'49 Id. 1340. 
See supra note 147. 
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"economic loss." Economic loss is neither personal injury nor property loss, 
but rather business expectations that lie outside proximate cause. In Kinsman 
Transit Co. v. Ciry of ~uffalo,"' for example, the Second Circuit held that a 
grain dealer was unable to recover the costs of shipping and purchasing 
additional when the Buffalo River was flooded due to the defendants' 
negligence.pThe court held that the plaintiffhad suffered an umecoverable 
economic 10ss.l~~ In contrast to "economic loss," the "economic damages" 
proposed by the Reporters traditionally have been recoverable by the, 
plaintiff. '" 

States that follow the traditional joint and several liability doctrine do not 
distinguish between economic and non-economic damages, however. For 
instance, Pennsyivania follows the traditional rule of joint and several 
liability.lS5 It pennits the victim to recover all damages needed to make the 
injured party whole. Contrary to Pennsylvania law, section 28E wrongly 
draws a distinction between economic damages and pain and suffering. Often 
in personal in'ury cases, the pain and suffering is more debilitating than the 
bodily injury.i56 For example, in a rape case the emotional trauma may far 
outweigh the physical injury. In a car crash, the emotional problems stemming 
from the loss of a leg may greatly outweigh the lost wages and medical 
expenses. With no policy justification for Track E, the Reporters shift these 
disabling losses onto the victim in order to save money for the insurance 
company or corporate defendant. The Reporters apparently believe that most 
pain and suffering is trivial or faked, but offer no authority for this position. 

lS1 388 F.2d 821 (2d Cir. 1968) (commonly refcmd to as the K i m  II case). In this cue, a vessel 
bmke loose tium its mooring; began drifting down the river, struck another vessel which k c m e  unmoored 
and began drifting with the first vessel. and struck a bridge. causing it to collapse and form a dm.  which 
resulted in flooding and expmses for the UanspoMdon. storage. and replacement of what for the plaintiff. 
See id at 822. 

lS2 See id. m e  court found that the link between the fl&g and consequent damage to plaintiff and 
defendant's negligence to be Zoo tenuous and remote to pennit recovery." Id 

Is3 See id. ;u 824. 
I" R!~TATIXENT (THIRD) OFTOUTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LUBaTTY 5 28E cmL d. s 339 (Proposed Fmal 

Draft (Revised). 1999). 
Is' See Baker v. AC&S Inc., 729 A.2d 1140. 1146 (Pa. 1998); see aLro supra notes 6-17 and accompany- 

ing text. 
lS6 See. rg. .  State Rubbish Collectors Ass'n v. Silimoff. 340 P.2d 282 (Cd. 1952). 
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I .  Section 29E: Assignment of Responsibility: Joint and Several Liability 
for Economic Damages and Several Liability for Non-Economic 
Damages 

The Reporters acknowledge that "it is possible to have a . . . several- 
liability system and exclude nonparties from consideration by a factfinder in 
assigning comparative re~~onsibility."'~' Section 29E rejects this option, 
however. Instead "this section permits the factfinder to assign responsibility 
not only to all parties and settling tortfeasors but also to any other identified 
person.""8 The resulting liability for non-economic damages is several. This 
Track E section permits assignment of "responsibility to nonparties [only] 
when the plaintiff may recover . . . noneconomic damases."'5g This occurs 
"whether or not economic damages are also 

There are three serious problems with section 29E. First, the rule permits 
identified persons to be submitted to the fact finder for assignment of a 
percentage of responsibility. The Reporters propose that "[tlhose persons do 
not have to be joined in the case as parties."'61 Second, the resulting liability 
for non-economic damages is se~era1. l~~ "Several" always means that the 
plaintiff risks recovering less than all of her damages.'63 Third, this section 
pennits the plaintiffs recovery to be reduced by allocating responsibility to 
non-parties, although it su oests that the amount of the reduction will be 

1 6 P  determined by the court. Because ninety-two percent of all cases are 
settled,165 the court will not decide the proportionate responsibility. ,Rather, the 
Restatement (Third), Appom'onment will form the basis for dramatically 
reducing recoveries by piaintiffs during settlement discussions. On the face of 

'" RESTATEh4ENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONMPTr OF L V g l L I N  5 29E C ~ L  h. at 367. 
158 Id 
IS9 Id 

Id. 5 29E. at 358. 
16' Id. at 360. 'Ihe many serious problems with considering "persons" arc discussed in the critique of 

section 28C. See supm nous 67-75 and accompanying text 
See RE~~ATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORE: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 5 29E(b). at 358 (Proposed Final 

Draft (Revised). 1999); REsrATEMEtiT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPoRlloNMPTr OF IlABlLIN 3 28B(b). 3s 298 
Fmal Draft 1998). 

(RPcTA?EF4ENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMPTr OF Wwt 5 29E ~!t& 6 at 359-61 (hOp0sed 
Rnal Draft (Revised). 1999). 

See id at 360-61. Section 29E provides that for both economic and non-economic damages. each 
party and identified persons who are a "legal cause of plaintiffs indivisible injury" is submictcd to the 
facttinder. who apportions liability. Id 

See supra notc 49 and accompanying text. 
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the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment sections here under discussion, this 
appears to be a substantial portion of the Reporters' mission. 

In contrast to the Reporters, Pennsylvania law rejects the notion that in 
every case a means should be created no matter how complex and extreme, to 
reduce the injured plaintiffs recovery.166 If she is negligent, the Pennsylvania 
plaintiffs recovery is reduced through comparative fault, in proportion to the 

167 amount of her fault. The plaintiff may recover all of her remaining 
damages from any one of the jointly liable tortfeasors. In responding to a 
similar issue, Justice Musmanno of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court stated: 

"No person may negligently injure another without being responsible 
for damages." To authorize [defendant] to pay less than the jury 
decided he must pay is to immunize him in a manner that has no 
justification in precedent or reason.. . . For [defendant] now to 
receive a monetary benefit at the expense of those to whom he 
brought grief is preposterous to the point almost of incred~lity.'~~ 

Comparative fault has the great benefit of detening both the negligent 
defendant and the negligent plaintiff. The courts have uniformly accepted this 
approach.169 The complex micro-engineering of Track E is unnecessary and 
thus is revealed as merely a tort reform scheme intended to reduce the 
plaintiffs recovery further than it would be reduced by the application of 
comparative fault alone. 

S a  supra notes 129-33 and accompanying tcxf which discuss other analogous - of the qponion- 
ment of damages where Pennsylvania has refused to place harsh limitations on a plaintiffs abiity to recover 
compensation for her injuries. 

16' See Ryden v. Johns-Manville Rods., 518 F. Supp. 311 (W.D. Pa. 1981) (holding that simple 
conaibuwry negligence was no longer a bar to a plaintiffs recovery); Ferguson v. Panz~ella. 664 A.2d 989 
(Pa. Super. C t  1995). reargwnmr denied appeal granted, 674 A.2d 1072 (Pa.  1996). rev'd 700 k 2 d  927 (Pa. 
1997) (concluding that the Comparative Negligence Act presumes a jury's ability to establish and apportion 
the negligence of al l  parties); Glock v. Coca-Cola Co.. 639 k 2 d  1191 (Pa. Super. C r  1994) (recognizing 
comparative fault as the law of Pennsylvania); Gross v. Johns-Manville Corp.. 600 A.2d 558 (Pa. Super. CL 
1991) (holding that warnings placed on products concerning the possibility of inhaling asbestos did not 
provide a basis for apportioning liability); Lopa v. McGee. 540 A.2d 311 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1988) (holding that a 
finding of fifty pment plaintiff liability did not bar plaintiff from recovering damages). 

'68 Daughmy v. Hershberger, 126 A.2d 730. 735-36 (Pa. 1956) (Musmanno, J., dissenting) (quoting 
Johnson v. Heaick. 150 A. 477. 479 (Pa. 1930)). Justice Mumanno's dissent became the majority rule in 
Pennsylvania in Charles v. Ginnr Eagle Markers. 522 A.2d 1, 3 (Pa. 1987) (acknowledging Justice 
Musmanno's conclusions &om Daugheny). Therefore. the Charles c o w  overturned Doughmy. Charles. 522 
A.2d at 5 n.4. 

169 See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: A P m R T I O N h E N l  OF L I A B ~  5 28E cmr d, at 353 (Proposed 
Final Draft (Revised). 1999). Most jurisdictions have determined ha t  "'comparative fault does not require 
modification of joint and several liability." a position that is con- to the Reponen' theme. Id 
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m. OTHER IMPORTANT PROVISIONS OF THE RE.!~TEMENT (THIRD), 
APPOR~ONMENT AND THEIR IMPACT ON PENNSYLVANIA LAW 

In addition to the radical proposals of the track system, the Restatement 
(Third), Appom'onment restructures many important aspects of a personal 
injury suit. This Part will consider modif~cations apart from the tracks 
examined in Part IJ. 

A. Section 1: Issues and Causes of Action Addressed by This Restatement 

The Reporters begin by stating that they will consider statutory rules as 
well as rules of common law in the proposal.170 This is a radical departure 
from the traditional approach taken by the ALI. The purpose of a Restatement 
is to restate the common law, not the statutory law. The Reporters gloss over 
many years of serious debate by asserting that the rules they propose apply 
regardless of the basis of liability.17' There has been substantial judicial and 
scholarly discussion over whether comparative fault should apply in strict 
liability cases, in addition to traditional negligence cases.17' The Restatement 
(Third), Appom'onment glosses over this spirited debate. This means that 
comparative fault will apply in a great many situations where it has not applied 
in the past. Under the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment, a plaintiff will not 
be able to argue, for example, that her negligence cannot be compared with the 
strict liability of the defendant.173 

Section 1 is directly contrary to Pennsylvania law. Pennsylvania considers 
strict liability to be different from negligence. Therefore, in a products liability 
suit based on strict liability, the negligence of the injured consumer cannot be 
cons[idered by the In Conti v. Ford Motor Co., the district court stated 
that "the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, perhaps more than any other state 
appellate court in the nation, has been emphatic in divorcing negligence 

I" Id at xii. The Preface notes that while m y  legislaturrs have intervened to reform apportionment 
law. "the legislation often bemi the marks of crude compmmise rather than coherent d y s i s . "  Id 

17' Id. 5 1,at I. 
172 See  ON R AL, supra note 2.5 67. at 478; see also infra Part U.H. 

RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: A P P O R T I O ~  OF L I A B m  5 1 cmt b. at 6. 
'74 See Conti v. Ford Motor Co. 578 F. Supp. 1429 (E.D. Pa 1983). rev'd on orher groundr. 743 F.2d 195 

(3d Cu. 1984). In Conti, a products liability action was bmught against a car manufacturer for failure to warn 
adequately of the possibility of injury by starting a stick-shift model without depressing the clutch pedal. Id at 
1429-30. The defense argued comparative negligence, and the District Coun. applying Pennsylvania law. 
determined that "comparative-fault docaine has no place in this litigation." Id. s 1435. 
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concepts from product-liability doctrine."175 A few years later, in McMeekin v. 
Harry M. Stevens ~ n c . , ' ~ ~  the superior court reiterated that the Comparative 
Negligence Act did not apply to strict liability Additionally, the 
superior court determined that "[iln Pennsylvania, liability among joint 
tortfeasors is allocated differently in a negligence action than it is in a strict 
liability action. In a negligence action, liability is allocated among responsible 
tortfeasors according to percentages of comparative fault. . . . However, in 
strict liability cases . . . liability is allocated equally among responsible 
tortfeasors, without regard to fault."178 Strict liability is intended to deter the 
manufacturer from producing faulty products by placing the loss on it rather 
than on the injured consumer. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 1998 
stated: "In our attempts to place inevitable financial burdens on those best 
positioned to bear them, we have continually protected the injured plaintiffs 
and held manufacturers responsible for the products they have put into the 
stream of The Restatement (Third), Apportionment reverses 
this policy by permitting negligence to be compared with strict liability. 
Moreover, Pennsylvania likely would not allow, for example, the negligence of 
a rape victim to be considered in a suit against the rapist, although the 
Restatement (Third), Appom'onment permits such a weighing. The majority 
rule, however, rejects contributory negligence as a defense in an intentional 
tort case.180 

I" Id at 1434 (citing Auarcllo v. Black Brothm Co.. Inc.. 391 k2d 1020 (Pa. 1978); Berkebile v. 
Brantly Helicopter Corp.. 337 A.1d 893 (Pa. 1975)). Thc Comi court stated that it was "exacmely unlikely 
that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court would hold that the comparative negligence stacute directly governs 
product liability cases." 578 F. Supp. at 1434. Additionally. the court concluded that "strict liability of the 
manufactum is not on the same l e d  plane as the negligence of the user." Id. at 1435 (citing Rhoads v. Ford 
Motor C a  374 F. Supp. 13 17.1320 (W.D. Pa. 1974). affd on other grounds. 5 14 F.?d 93 1 (3d Ci. 1975)). 

17' 530 A. 2d 462 (Pa. Super. C t  1987). While dining in a restaurant plaintiff sustained injuries when his 
chair collapsed. See id at 463. ?he restaurant owner joined the chair manufacturer as an additional defendant. 
See id 

Ii7 Id. at 464-65 (citing 42 PA CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 7102fb)). The court did find however, that the 
Uniform Conmbution Among Torde3sors Act could be applied so that 'Toint todcason may obtain 
conaibution h m  each other, despite the fact that one joint torrfeasor has been found liable in negligence and 
the other in smct liability." Id at 465 (citing 42 PA CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 8322). 

17' Baker v. A C U  Inc.. 729 A.2  1140.1148 (Pa. Super. CL 1999). 
179 Id at 1149 n.16 (citing Walton v. Avco Corp.. 610 A.2d 454 (Pa. 1992)). 

See RE.STAEhE3T (m) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 9 1 cmt. c, at 8 (Proposed Final 
Draft (Revised). 1999). The Reponen state that a position is not takcn regarding use of a plaintiff's 
negligence as a defense to intentional tons. See id 
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B. Section 2: Contractual Limitations on Liability 

Section 2 provides that "a contract between the plaintiff and another person 
to absolve the person from liability for future harms bars the plaintiff's 
re~overy."'~' This section is a trap for victims because very few understand 
contract law. Also, the new provision shifts the protection to the defendant 
who is able to draft the contract in her favor and thereby preclude the victim 
from recovery. The Reporters do acknowledge that under the UCC, and in 
several product situations, contract disclaimers are precluded.'82 However, the 
placement of contractual disclaimers as an introductory provision in the 
Restatement (Third), Appom'onment elevates its force and should raise great 
concern for consumer advocates. 

Section 2 and the other related sections that build upon itlS3 are potentially 
the most dangerous sections for the consumer because they rest on a contract 
between the defendant and the injured party. For example, section 40 governs 
the enforceability of settlement agreements. The Restatement (Third), 
Appom'onment gives enormous weight to such an agreement and does not 
provide for the settlement or the disclaimer to be examined by a court to 
determine whether it is fair or just, or whether the amount paid is adequate. 
Under the Restatement (Third), Apportionment, the court can ask only whether 
the agreement meets the requirements of a contract.'" 

Frequently, the circumstances surrounding the accident prevent the making 
of a fair and equitable contract. The injured and unrepresented victim will 
often be confined in a hospital or a nursing home, struggling to find a means to 

la' Id. at 20. This ruie is a replacement for express assumption of risk. see RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF 

T o ~ n  Q 4%B (1965). and the Reporters reason that, where appropriate, "the parties to a nansaction should be 
able to a p  between themsefves who should bwr the risk of injury when the injury is caused by one patty's 
legally culpable conduct" RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APmRnoNMPrr OF LIABIL~Y Q 2 cmt. b, at 
L1. 

la2 See id cmt. h, at 23. Additionally, some conaactr are unenfotceable as a m a w  of public policy. See 
id cmt. e, at 2 2  Factors to be considered ye w h e w  there is a dependent miationship betwan the p8~ t . i~~ .  
whether the service provided by the conuact is subject to public regulation. and whether the contract is 
"srandardi2ed" as well as which parry drafted the conaact, "the economic setting of the aansactioa" and 
"whether the parry seeking exculpation was willing to provide greater protection against neghgence for a 
cusonable. additional fee." Id 

See id $5 26.32 33.40.41. 
Id. Q 40 C ~ L  f, at 427. This applies where a 'hon-sealing tonfeasor claims the benefit of an 'all 

persons' provision." Id $ 40 cmt. g. at 427-28. 'Ihe non-sealing tortfeasor will ody be able to claim the 
benefit of the provision if: " 1) release of the noasealing tortfeasor is appropriate to effecwte the intention of 
the pardes and 2) the circumstances reveal that the sealing tordeasor intended that noaseating torduwrs be 
nleased." Id at 428. 
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cover enormous medical bills. On the other hand, the defendant will be 
represented by his or her insurance company and lawyer, and the agreement 
wid be drafted to benefit the defendant. The agreement will be vague and 
biased, and the consumer will be tempted to give up his or her rights because 
of financial necessity. Such unilateral contracts are extremely injurious and 
should be deleted from the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment. The New 
Jersey Supreme Court criticized them as traps in Henningson v. Bloomfield 
~ o t o r s .  Inc., stating:185 

The weaker party . . . is frequently not in a position to shop around 
for better terms, because the author . . . has a monopoiy . . . . [The 
consumer's] contractual intention is but a subjection . . . to terms 
dictated by the stronger party, terms whose consequences are often 
understood in a vague way, if at all. . . . No bargaining is engaged in 

186 

The law of Pennsylvania allows a court to evaluate the settlement 
agreement to determine whether it was unfair or overreaching. In Standard 
Vendtian Blind Co. v. American Empire Insurance Co., the Supreme Court 
of Pennsylvania held that the "task of interpreting a contract is generally 
performed by a court," and "[tlhe goal of that task is, of course, to ascertain the 
intent of the parties as manifested by the language of the written 
in~rnment." '~~ Moreover, in Lyncon Corp. v. Chemical Waste Management, 

189 Inc., the district court, applying Pennsylvania law, stated: "[wlhere the 

161 k 2 d  69, 70 (NJ. 1960) (holding that due to the gross inequity of bargaining power in the 
automobile buying contexf a manufactwcr's "attempted disclaims of an implied warranty of merchantability 
and of the obligations .arising therefrom was so inimical to public good as to compel an adjudication of its 
invalidity"'). 

la6 Id. at 86-87 (citing Albert A. Ehrcnnveig. Adhesion Contmcrs in the Conjlic of Laws, 53 COLUM. L 
REV. 1072. 1075. 1089 (1953); Friedrich Kcsslcr. Contracts of Adhesion-Some l7~ug lus  Abour Freenbm of 
Contram 43 COLUM. L RRr. 629.632 (1943)). 

469 A.2d 563 (Pa. 1983). 
Id at 566 (citing G o d e z  v. United States Steel Corp.. 398 A.2d 1378 (Pa 1979); Community 

College of Beaver County v. Society of the Faculty. 375 A.2d 1267 (Pa. 1977): Mohn v. American Cas. Co. of 
Reading. 326 A.2d 346 (Pa. 1974)). Here. the plaintiff sought r declaratory judgment to force the defendant 
insurance company to pay a damagcs claim. See id. at 565. The court held that because the language of the 
policy expressly precluded coverage ova  the damages  sough^ plaintiff was not entitled to a declaratory 
judgment See id. at 566. The court did state. though, that because of unequal bargaining power becween an 
insurance company and the insued. m occasion could present itself where the court felt compelled to look 
beyond the plain language of the policy if it found that the conmct or any clause of the conaact was 
unconscionable u the time it was made. See i d  nt 567; see also Sparier v. Fmman's ins. Co., 521 A.2d 433. 
(Pa. Super. Ct. 1986) (holding that the court would not relieve panics of an improvident conaact bur would 
also not allow a "rigid litn;rlnessS' to be used to mare an improvident conuact conmy to the parcies' intent). 

Ia9 690 F. Supp. 1409 (E.D. Pa. 1988). Chemical Waste sought recovery of the costs associated with 
clean-up of a landtill where several defendants dumped hazardous waste. See id 1410. The question 
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language of the written contract is ambiguous, extrinsic or parol evidence may 
be considered to determine the intent of the parties . . . a court must consider 
the words of the agreement, alternative meanings su uested by counsel, and 
extrinsic evidence offered in support of [a] meaning."' i-? 

In Charles v. Giant Eagle ~ a r k e t s , ' ~ '  the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
looked carefully at the amount of the settlement and said: "Giant Eagle has no 
basis for receiving a windfall by way of conmbution, if by hindsight it is 
determined that it overestimated the extent of its exposure."192 In 1998, the 
superior court carefully examined the amount paid in settlement and said: "a 
tortfeasor is not entitled to conmbution from another tortfeasor until he or she 
has discharged the common liability or paid more than his or her pro rata share 
. . . . mf the plaintiff settles pursuant to a pro tanto release, the plaintiff 
reduces his or her recovery against a non-settling joint tonfeasor by the amount 
of consideration paid for the release."lg3 Clearly, the Restatement (Third), 
Apportionment's theory, that the contract is conclusive, contradicts 
Pennsylvania law. 

Pennsylvania recognizes the risks involved in certain settlements and the 
inherent bias on the part of the insurance companies and defendants. The 
legislature has, therefore, provided: "No person whose interest is or may 
become adverse to a person injured who is confined to a hospital . . . shall, 
within 15 days after the date of the occurrence causing injury to such patient: 
negotiate . . . a settlement . . . [or] obtain . . . a general release of liability from 
such patient."'94 The Reporters apparently did not consider Pennsylvania's 
statutory law on this subject. 

The best way to deal with the contractual provisions of the Restatement 
(Third), Apportionment is to delete them; the Reporters have attempted a 
restatement of tort, not contract. Failing this, a provision should be inserted in 

presented to the court was whether '?he [senlemcnt] agreements entide the plaintiffs to indemnification against 
the claims of the third-parry plaintiffs in the CERCLA litigation." Id at 141 1. 

Id at 1415. 
191 522 A.2d 1 (Pa. 1987). 
19' Id at 3. While entering a Giant Eagle Market rerail store. plaintiff was injured when he slipped and 

fell. See id. at 2. Plaintiff settled with Giant Eagle for S22.500. Id ?he jury returned a verdict for S3 1.000, 
and apportioned fault to Giant Eagle at sixty petcent and Stanley Magic Door at forry percent- Id Stanley 
argued rhat paying plaintiff's their proportionate share would result in a windfall to the plainriff and argued ' 
their proponionate share should be reduced by rhe amount that Giant Eagle's settlement exceeded that 
defendant's sixty percent apportionment Id The court rejected that argument. Id at 4. 

193 Baker v. AC&S Inc.. 729 A.2d 1140.1147 (Pa. Super. Ct 1999). 
Ig4 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 7101 (West 1998). 
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sections 2, 26, 32, 33, 40, and 41, stating that the amount offered in the 
settlement can always be weighed to evaluate whether the settlement was 
fair. lg5 

C. Section 3: Haintifls Negligence Defined 

Section 3 is misleading because it states the opposite of the black letter law. 
The language of the Restatement states that the plaintiff will be judged on "the 
standard to which the plaintiff should conform."'96 The comments, in stark 
contrast, com letely equate the standard of the defendant with the standard of 
the plaintiff. I8 

Several cases have suggested that the plaintiff's negligence, because she 
has failed to take care for herself, differs from the defendant's negligence, 
which is a failure to take care in regard to others.'98 Professor Wright argues: 

Plaintiffs, having exposed themselves rather than others to a risk of 
injury, were (and are) held to a more lenient standard of cue than 
defendants. Plaintiffs were almost always allowed to get to the jury 
on the issue of contributory negligence.. . . [Tlhe jury, when 
appropriate, would refuse to find conmbutory negligence even when 
it acnially existed and instead would reduce the plainW,&damages 
by taking into account his relative degree of responsibility. 

In contrast, Section 3 provides that "[ulnder the rule stated in this section, the 
formal standard of negligence employed to evaluate a plaintiff's conduct is the 
same standard of negligence employed to evaluate a defendant's conduct."200 
This means, in practical application, comparative fault will often be applied in 

19' See supra notes 185-94. For a more complete discussion of section 40. see infra Part DeI. 
RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APmRnom OF L U B m  Q 3, at 33 (Proposed Final Dran 

(Revised). 1999). This section is intended to both draw upon and replace R E S T A ~ ( S E C O N D )  OFTORTS 

5 J63 (1965). See RESTAT!ZENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APWRnONbENT OF hBIlITY 5 3 CmL a. at 3 4  
However. it is not intended to -detinc the standard under which a party is judged to be negligent." Id 

Id at 34. 40. I n d a d  the Reponus srate that the "standard of negligence employed to evaluate a 
plaintiffs conduct is the same s the standard of negligence employed to evaluate a defendant's conduct" Id. 
at 34  (citing R E s r ~ m  (SECOND) OFTORTS 55 282-328 (1965)). 

I* See -ON ET N, supra note 2. 8 65, at 453-55, and cves cited therein. Identical conduct should 
not be demanded h r n  the plaintiff and the defendant b e a w  there is too much variation in what one could 
reasonably expect h m  one to the other. See id at 454. For example. '?he @%L% number of courts have 
recognized that a passenger in an automobile is entitled to rely upon the driver. and may take and keep hi eyes 
04  of the road. and may even go to sleep, when it is quite clev that the driver cannot muonably do either.." 
Id ;u 454-55 (citations omitted). 

Wright supra note 5, at 1157. 
RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APmRn0tm.m-n OF LIABILITY Q 3 cmt a. at 31 (Proposed Fmal 

Draft. 1998). 
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situations where it had not been applied in the past because the court did not 
think the plaintiffs neghgence was of the same magnitude as the defendant's 
negligence. 

The distinction between the fault of the plaintiff and that of the defendant is 
so obvious that Harper and James suggested that there should be two different 
standards, one for plaintiffs and one for defend an^.^'' This approach has not 
been formally adopted, however, and few courts have even commented on the 
issue. 202 

However, the courts, aithough not developing separate standards for each, 
nevertheless treat plaintiffs differently from defendants. In the products area, 
the courts give the plaintiff a substantial benefit through the strict liability 
cause of action. Prosser explains this by saying that the "defendant may have 
more information than the plaintiff as to risk, or . . . the enterprise in which he 
is engaged may be required to obtain [such information]; or the risk of harm to 
others may be more apparent . . . than the risk to the actor himself."203 

Throughout the Restatement (Third), A p p o m ' o n m e n t ,  the Reporters equate 
the fault of the plaintiff with that of the defendant and treat the fault of each the 
same.'04 In order to propel the Restatement (Third), Apportionment's linchpin 
concept of micro-balancing of responsibility, such equal treatment is 

205 necessary. Thus, plaintiffs and defendants must be treated the same in order 
to allow this micro-balancing concept to flourish in the later sections. 

Equating the fault of the plaintiff with the fault of the defendant misstates 
the trial process and will mislead the jury. As indicated above, often the 
negligence of the plaintiff is not the same as that of the defendant. It varies in 
kind, perception, and application. The plaintiff may not understand the setting, 

"' 2 FOWLER V. HARPER & FEMNG JAMES. JR. LAW OFTORTS $ 22.10 (1956) (concluding that because 
of so much differentiation in decisions concerning plaintiff and defendant negligence. there should be a 
separate standard for each); see also m N  R N. supra note 2. 5 65, at 455. '" See KERON ET &. supra note 2.5 65, at 453-56. Oniy Peterson v. Campbell, 134 N.E.3  1 169.1 172 
(111. 1982). is cited for the proposition that there ought to be separate standards for plaintiff and defmdant 
negligence. See -ON FT L, supra note 2.5 65, at 455 11.41. 
"' -ON R N, supra note 2. $65. at 455. 

See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY g 1 cmr r at 1 (Proposed Fmal 
Draft (Revised). 1999). The R e p o m  state that applying the same standards to both plaintiffs and deiendanu 
will promote the reduction of ''practical problems" and "conceptual tensions" associated with applying 
"different apportionment rules to different parts of a multi-party, multi-theory lawsuit" Id at 2. 

'05 See id. c m  a. at 2: id. cmr b. at 2-7. The Reporw prefer the word "responsibility" to "fault." This 
allows them to suggest that smct liability and intent on the part of the defendant can be weighed against 
plaintiffs negligence. See id; see also id 8 cmr a. at 116. 
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may lack insurance, rarely has legal sophistication, and is often under- 
funded.206 The best solution is to reject the suggested equality between actor 
and victim and the concept of micro-balancing of responsibility, then to 
remove them both from the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment. 

The Pennsylvania courts have not faced this issue directly, but there is 
language suggesting that Pennsylvania draws a clear distinction between the 
standard for the defendant and the standard for the plaintiff. For example, 
Pennsylvania gives plaintiffs the benefit of strict liability in products cases to 
ensure that the loss rests upon the seller.'07 

D. Secrion 4: Proof of Plaintiffs Negligence and Legal Causation 

Section 4 provides that the defendant must "prove the plaintiffs negligence 
. . . . [And the defendant must prove] that the plaintiffs negligence . . . was a 
legal cause of the plaintiffs damages."208 This is a clear statement that the 
defendant has the burden of proving the plaintiffs negligence. However, the 
section is likely to provoke much additional litigation because it relies on the 
concept of "leg3 c a ~ s e , " ~ ~  which is the Resraremenr (Third), Apporrionmenr's 
phrase for proximate cause, and proximate cause is the most challenging 
concept in tort law.*1° The comment to section 4 is important in that it 
provides that the defendant, once having shown the plaintiffs negligence, has 
no burden of proving the particular percent of negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff, for purposes of allocation. Therefore, the jury can decide a criticd 
question, the amount of the plaintiffs recovery, based on whim. In practical 
application, this speculation will be injurious to plaintiffs, reducing their 
recovery by an indeterminate percentage without the necessity of proof to 
support such a reduction. A better approach would be to require the defendant - 
to show the percent to which the plaintiff was negligent.211 

The "lost chance" doctrine provides a reason for the existence of section 4. 
Comment ( f )  provides: "[wlhere the harm for which the plaintiff seeks to 

206 See Wright. supra note 5. 
?07 See Baker v. AC&S Inc.. 729 A.2d 1140. 1149 n.26 (Pa. Super. CL 1999) (citing Walton v. Avco 

Corp., 610 A.2d 454 (Pa. 1992)). 
208 R E S T A ~  (THIRD) OF TORTS: APmRTIONMPlT OF L I A B ~  54, at 54. m e  defendant can use 

circumstantial evidence. sranrre, reguhtions, and cusrom to prove plaintiffs negligence. See id crnt b, at 56. 
Id. cmt a at 55. 
See Frank J. Vandall. Consrructing a Roof Before che Foundation is Prepared: The Resraremenr 

(Third) of Tons: Products Liabiliry Secrion Zlbl Design Defecr, 30 U .  MICH. J.L REFORM 261.278 (1997). 
? I L  See KEETON FT AL.. supra note 2.5  67. at 474. Currently, only Nebraska and South Dakota follow this 

fonn of apportionment and contributory negligence. See id 
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recover is the lost chance itself, the plaintiffs negligence in causing the loss of 
chance reduces the plaintiffs re~overy."~~' Lost chance deals with the case, 
for exam le, where a doctor fails to detect what becomes terminal cancer in a 

21P patient. If the patient would have had a twenty-five percent chance of living 
longer with a careful diagnosis, can she recover from the defendant doctor for 
the lost chance? Lost chance has been irksome to the medical community and 
the Reporters are apparently laying a foundation for an attack on the concept. 

Penns lvania adopted the lost chance concept in the 1978 case of Hamil v. 
Ba~hline.'~ The Hamii court held: "Once a plaintiff has introduced evidence 
that a defendant's negligent act . . . increased the risk of harm to a person in 
plaintiffs position . . . it becomes a question for the jury as to whether or not 
that increased risk was a substantial factor in producing the The 
physician's act does not have to be the sole cause of the patient's injury.'16 
Three years after Hamii, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court revisited the lost 
chance doctrine, refining its requirements by concluding that establishment of 
a prima facie case required a "medical opinion that . . . [the] defendant's 
conduct increased the risk of the harm actually ~ustained.""~ Following these 
decisions, Pennsylvania courts continue to "grapple[ ] with the application of 
the lost chance recovery in the context of common law principles of 
causati~n."''~ 

Comment (f) is substantive law and has no place in the Restatement 
(Third), Apporzionrnent, a procedural document. Also, the Reporters fail to 
suggest how a plaintiff might be negligent in a lost chance case. 

E. .Section 5: Negligence Imputed to a Plaintiff 

Section 5 provides that "[a] plaintiff is vicariously responsible for the 
negligence of another person whenever the plaintiff would have been 

RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTTONMENT OF LIABUllY 8 4 C m t  f. at 59. 
'I3 See id illus. 7. at 60. 
"4 392 A.2d 1280 (Pa. 1978). 

Id. at 1286. 
'I6 See id. at 1289. The court determined that the Restatemenr (Second) of Tom. 8 323(a) (1965). 

permined the plaintiffs case to go to the jury on a lesser showing of proof. See H m ' f ,  392 A.2d at 1289: see 
also Robert Man: Chemcn & Roben J. Franco. The Losr Chance Docrrine Could Bring Recovery for the 
Increased Risk of Ham. CBA RECORD. Apr.-May 1991. at 27.28. Therefore. "a prima facie case is made by 
establishing that the defendant's conduct increased the risk of harm to anorher." Id. at 18. 
"' Jones v. Moncetiore Hospital 431 A.2d 920.924 (Pa. 1981). Plaintiff in this c u e  brought a medical 

malpractice suit against h a  physicians for failure to diagnose bre:lst cancer. Id. at 922. "' Chemen & Franco. supra nore 214. at 28. 
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vicariously responsible as a defendant" for that person's negligence.219 m e  
Reporters provide the example of the employer-employee relationship.*0 The 
negligence of the employee in driving an employer-owned truck is imputed to 
the employer plain@, however, the driver's negligence is not imputed to the 
non-employee passenger who sues.*' According to the comments, the 
negligence of a parent is not imputed to a child.= 

Numerous jurisdictions provide that the owner of a car is responsible for 
the negligence of the driver.= This theory, known as the family purpose 
doctrine, was developed to provide deep ockets in order to allow people 
injured by the negligent driver to recover.$ The doctrine is rejected in the 
Restaternenr (Third), ~ ~ ~ o r t i o n m e n t . ~  More than mere ownership of the car 
is required on the part of the defendant for her to be held responsible.226 The 
only apparent purpose for this exclusion is to protect the assets of the 
defendant's insurance company. After all, the car owner would not have been 
sued unless she had had sufficient insurance. The automobile owner purchased 
insurance to provide a fund for the injured motorist. Section 5 allows the 
insurance company to keep the premium and the fund. This windfall for the 
insurance company runs counter to logic, and rejects fifty y e m  of legislative 

'I9 RESTAE\.~ENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APWRTIOm OF L M B W  5 5 . 1  70 (Roposed Wnal M 
(Revised). 1999). This is the adoption of the ' k t h  ways" rule. Id cmr b. at 70. Typically, the situations in 
which the negligence of one would be imputed to another arc in the employment arcna. in which m 
employee's negligence is imputed to the employer: in a 'Toint enterprise"; and. in limited circumstances. in 
situations involving independent conaactors. Id. 

2u, See id at 70-72. The Reponen makc the distinction that if one would not normally be vicariously 
liable for another's conduct. then they will noL on the basis of the new rule done. be liable. See id. 5 5 
reponen' note cmr b. at 74. Therefore. the negligence of spouses. children. parenu. bailces. .bailors. m d  
driven of automobiles would not be imputed to the plaintiff to bar plaintiff's recovery. See id at 75. 
*' See id. 5 5 cmr b. at 70. Originally, some jurisdictions imputed the negligence of a driver onto the 

passenger where rhe passenger was suing a third party. See id reporters' note cmr b, at 75. It is funher noted 
that "[rlecent decisions have uniformly rejected [that] docmnea." Id 

Id 5 5 C ~ L  b, I 71. BUI see id 5 5 reporters' note cmc. b.. a 75 (citing Orr v. Fmt Nat'l Stores, Inc., 
280 A.2d 785 (Me. 1971) (retaining imputed plaintitTs neglignce for the parent.child relationship)); see also 
infra PW IILF. 

For example. Florida has determined that an automobiie is a "dangerous instrumentality"; therefore. 
liability of the driver will be imputed to the owner. See KEETON ET AL. supra note 2. 5 73, at 524. Other 
states, including .Gzona, Colorado. Connecticut. Georgia Nebrash New Mexico. Nonh Carolina. Nonh 
Dakora. Oregon. South Carolina. Washington. and West V i a  have accomplished the same effect through 
the implementation of the family purpose doctrine. See id n.15. Additionally. other states have accomplished 
owner liability through automobile consent statutes. See id at 527. Wchigaa. Connecticut. Minnesota New 
York. Iowa Idaho. Svada. and California have such statutes. See id 
*' See id at 521. 
2zs R E S T A E ~  (THIRD) OFTORTS: A P m ~ n o m  OF LMBILIIY 5 5 cmt. c, at 73. 
U6 Section 5 does not allow a driver's negligence to be imputed to the owner solely based on ownmhip 

or consent to use. See id 
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and judicial advancement in the development of the family purpose 
Quite simply, under the Restatement (Third), Apportionment, many automobile 
collision victims will not be able to recover for their injuries if the driver is 
judgment-proof, regardless of who owns the car. Section 5 is strong evidence 
that a primary purpose of the Restatement (Third), Appom.onment is protection 
of the insurance industry's assets. 

Pennsylvania accomplishes the goal of the family purpose doctrine by 
presuming that a driver has the consent of the owner to use the vehicle and 
placing the burden of disproving the presumption of consent upon the 
owner.228 This is an expansion of the long-standing Pennsylvania presumption 
that a commercial vehicle involved in an accident was being used in the course 
of business, with the burden to prove otherwise placed on the o ~ n e r . " ~  

F. Section 6: Negligence Imputed to a Plaintiff When the Plaintifs Recovery 
Derives from a Claim That the Defendant Committed a Tort Against a 
Third Person and in Claims Under Survival Statutes 

Section 6 will be enormously important in automobile collision cases. The 
section applies in survival and wrongful death claims and states that any 
negligence of the decedent driver will reduce the recovery by the spouse or 
child of the dri~er."~ For example, if the wife was the driver of the 
automobile, her negligence is imputed to persons seeking recovery under a 
wrongful death statute for support, grief, lost consortium, lost inheritance, or 
other injury.u1 This means that the husband's or child's claims a ainst the 
driver of the other,car will be reduced by the negligence of the wife. 233 

Under the concept qf comparative fault, this seems to be a fair approach. 
That is, a claimant should not be able to recover one-hundred percent when the 
wife-driver of the car was negligent to the extent of perhaps seventy-five 

" See supm note 213. 
Zul See Bcchler v. Oliva. 161 A.2d 156. 158 (Po 1960) (reiterating the holding of Watm v. New 

Amsurdam b. Co.. 144 A.2d 354. 356-57 (Po 1958) (holding that "ownership of a noncommercial 
automobile raised a prrsurnprion that the use of the vehicle was with the permission of the owner," the effect 
of which "rrquirc[s] the defendant to come forward with credible evidence" to =but the pmumpaon)). 

229 See Waters, 144 A.2d at 356 (citing Commanwdth v. Wucherer. 41 k 2 d  574 (Pa 1945); MacDonald 
v, Pennsylvania R. Co.. 36 A.2d 492 (Pa. 1944); Watkins v. Rudenrial Ins. Co., 173 A. 644 (Pr 1934)). 

"O REST AT EM^^^ ('Ilnm) OFTORTS: A p w u n m  OF L I A B ~  g 6 & mu.. at 78-80. "' See id cmt c. at 79. Funher illustrations include a situation where a child (A) is driving and his father 
(B) and bmtha (0 an passengers. A's car collides with a third parry's car 0). killing B. If A and C sue D, 
A's negligence affa:u his recovery but docs not affect C's recovery. See id illus. 3, at 80-81. 

32 See id cmt c. u 79-80. 
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percent. However, some jurisdictions have not followed the approach of 
imputin the negligence of the driver to the members of the family who seek to 
recover!33 lo these jurisdictions. it may be important whether the plaintiff is 
claiming under the wrongful death act or a survival statute. Under the survival 
act, the negligence of the driver is uniformly imputed to the c ~ b t s , ~ ~  but 
the driver's negligence is not always imputed under wrongful death acts.u5 

G. Section 7: Effect of Plaintifs Negligence When Plaintiff Suffers an 
Indivisible Injury 

The old rule was that if the plaintiff was a scintilla negligent, it was a 
complete bar to her claim.236 Section 7 is a keystone provision because it 
eliminates conmbutory negligence as a complete bar and instead substitutes 
comparative fault."' It allows the plaintiff to recover even though her 
negligence is fifty percent or greater.'38 To that extent it adopts the pure form 
and rejects the modified form of comparative fault."g 

The adoption of comparative fault in place of contributory negligence has 
two opposing implications for the plaintiff. First, it means that a plaintiff 
cannot be barred merely because she was partially negligent. However, it also 
means that the recovery for the plaintiff is not one-hundred percent or nothing. 
Rather, the recovery will be reduced in proportion to the plainWs negligence. 
This outcome will have a substantial impact on settlements as well as on 
litigation, because during the settlement process the defendant will argue that 
the plaintiffs negligence was ninety percent, for example, while the plaintiff 
will argue that her negligence was only twenty percent. To that extent, it gives 
the defendant leverage. However, the plaintiff can go forward to trial if she 
wishes, and can argue in the settlement process that the jury may well find that 
the plaintiffs negligence was only ten percent and therefore the settlement 
figure should be ninety percent. 

"3 See KEETON ET A L .  supra note 2. 5 127, at 958. But see  STATEMENT m) OF TORTS: 

MmRmNMENT OF LIABILITY $ 6 reporters' note cmt c. at 84 (indicating that "nearly all c o w "  hold 
otherwise). 

'34 See -ON ET AL. supra note 2. 8 127, at 958. 
'3s See id Y 1150. 
'36 See id. $ 65. at 461. Many legislanrrrs and c o w  have now changed this rule and have adopted some 

form of compmtive fault. including Pennsylvania See id 5 67, at 471. 
>' RESTATEMEKT (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTI0NMPFT OF LIABlllTY 5 7 & cmt. 5 at 86-87. "' See id crnt a. at 87. The Reponea note that section 7 is meant to apply w h m  there has been a 

violation of a smmte. ordinance. or regulation (unless the purpose of the rule is to impute complete liability to 
the party), see id cmt. d. at 87. and where there is an indivisible injury. See id cmt e, at 88. 

'39 See id. cmr a. at 87. 
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This section is favorable to plaintiffs in that it adopts pure comparative 
fault. This system results in fewer appeals of the jury determination because 
many appeals in modified comparative fault jurisdictions regard as 
determinative the issue of whether the plaintiff's negligence was forty-nine 
percent or fifty percent.240 The Reporters state that only four states and the 
District of Columbia retain contributory negligence as a complete bar.241 

Section 7 of the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is contrary to 
Pennsylvania law. Pennsylvania adopted the modified form of comparative 
fault by statute.242 Section 7102 of the Pennsylvania Code provides: 

In all actions brought to recover damages for negligence resulting in 
death or injury to person or property, the fact that the plaintiff may 
have been guilty of contributory negligence shall not bar a recovery 
by the plaintiff or his legal representative where such negligence was 
not greater than the causal negligence of the defendant or defendants 
against whom recovery is sought, but any damages sustained by the 
plaintiff shall be diminished in aroportion to the amount of 
negligence attributed to the plaintiff.2 

This is the only instance where the Restatement (Third), Apportionment's 
variation from Pennsylvania law is beneficial to the plaintiff. 

H. Section 8: Factors for Assigning Shares of Responsibility 

Weighing factors is essential to the Reporters' master plan: "the mandate of 
comparative responsibility is that the factfinder should roughly compare the 
relative responsibility of all actors who conmbuted to an injury."244 Section 8 
sets out four factors that are to be considered in assigning shares of 
responsibility.24s Simply stated, shares of.responsibility are what each party 

240 See KEETON R L. supm note 2.5 67. at 473. 
"' Alabama. Maryland. Nonh Cmlina V i  and the Disaict of Columbia consider conmbutory 

neg$gence to be a complete bar to recovery. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF 
WlurY 5 7 rep-' note cmr a. at 97. 

242 See 42 P k  CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 7102(a) (West 1982 & Supp. 1993). "' Id.; see also R m  v. Northeurn Beaver County Sch. Dist 437 A . 2  1198, 1210 n.6 (Pa 1981) 
(holding that abolishment of assumption of risk docnine is appmpriate in light of the adoption of comparative 
neg$pnce in Pennsylvania); Fh v. GosneU. 263 A.2d 104, 108 (Pa. Super. CL 1983). 

244 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: MPORTXONMENT OF LL4BILlTY 5 8 reportm' note CmL C, at 12 1. "' The four factors arc 

(a) factors necessary to determine whether 3 w o n  is liable: (b) the character and nature of each 
person's risk-cruting conduct: (c) the causal comecrion between the riskcreating conduct and the 
hum: and (d) a h  person's mrual 3warcness. in ten^ or indifference with respect to the risk 
crcaced by the conduct 
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will pay. Calcuiating this is far from simple, however. How can a jury 
effectively compare apples and oranges by assigning shares to plaintiffs and 
defendants?246 How, for example, can a jury compare strict liability with 
negligence? Section 8 adopts the conclusion that juries and courts are capable 
of accomplishing this daunting task.247 Dean Wade has argued that juries just 
close their eyes and do it.248 This section requires the courts and juries to 
compare intent, negligence, and strict liability on the part of various parties. It 
rejects the term "comparative fault" and instead adopts the term "comparative 
responsibility."249 The Reporters propose that the jury assign shares of 
responsibility rather than compare incommensurate concepts such as 
negligence and strict liability."0 

The basic concept in this section is that courts, juries, and others should 
look at various factors in deciding on proportionate allocation. The coum 
likely will not be caught up in the specific language of the four factors because 
the language is vague and not helpful. Instead, the courts will consider various 
factors in assigning the proportionate allocation to each party, with the specific 
factors to consider emerging from the facts of each case.251 Section 8 is 
misleading in stating that the jury will assign the share. Most cases are settled 
and never reach the 

Id. 5 8. i~ 115-16. 
246 See John W. Wade. Strict Ton Liabiliry of Manufmturers, 19 SW. U. 5, 15 (1965); John W. Wade. 

On the Nature of Strict Ton Liabiliry for Products. 44 44. U. 825,835,837 (1973). 
247 RESTATEMENI (THIRD) OFTORTS: A P m m o ~ ~ ~ r r  OF LIABILITY 9 8 cmL a. at 116. 

See generally John W. Wade. Prodmu Liability and Plainnffs Fault-l%e Cornparame Fault Acr. 19 
MERCER L REV. 373 (1978). 

249 RESTA~MENT (TWm) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY Q 8 cmt a, at 116. 
U0 See id This is the primary impetus behind the Reporters' desire to use the term "propomonate 

allocation" as that tenn conveys the task of assigning ratha than comparing. Id 
See Wade. Stricr Ton M i l i l y  of Manufacturers. supra noce 246. at 17. In determining the safely of a 

produc~ Wade argues that a srandard should be used that determines whether the elemenrs of negligence ye 

present Id Factors that should be considered arc: 

(1) the usefulness and desi&ilicy of the produn (2) the availabiiry of other and safer producu to 
meet h e  same nced (3) the likelihood of injury and its probable seriousness. (4) the obviousness 
of the danger, (5) common howledge and normal public expeaation of the danger (particularly 
for established products). (6) the avoidabiity of injury by care in use of the product (including the 
effect of insauctions or warnings), and (7) the ability to eliminate the b g e r  without seriously 
impaiting the usefulness of the product or making it unduly expensive. 

Id While these factors are helpful for judges. Wade suggests that a jury should be cold chat its negligence 
decision should be based on ''what a reasonably prudent man would do under the same or similar 
circumsranccs." Id 

s2 See Thomas A. h ton  & Susene M. Taluico. A Profile of Ton Litigarion in Georgia and Rqlccrions 
on Ton Refonn. 30 GA. L REV. 627.654 (1996). 
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Section 8 applies the "proportional allocation" concept even when the 
defendant's conduct is governed by a strict liability standard.z3 Therefore, this 
section removes the traditional argument that the laintiffs negligence cannot 
be compared to the strict liability of the defenda~?~ Therefore, plaintiffs will 
recover less in strict liability products cases, and some cases will be lost. 
Contrary to Restatement (Third), Apporrionment, numerous states refuse to 
permit the plaintiffs negligence to be weighed against strict liability in a 
products case, on the basis that the plaintiffs negligence is qualitatively 
different from strict liability.=' 

Pennsylvania law follows joint and several liability, and therefore, 
weighing a list of factors is irrelevant.256 However, under comparative fault, 
Pennsylvania permits causal negligence to be weighed for contribution among 
tortfeasors. The Pennsylvania comparative fault statute provides: 

Where recovery is allowed against more than one defendant, each 
defendant shall be liable for that proportion of the total dollar amount 
awarded as damages in the ratio or the amount of his causal 
negligence to the amount of causai negligence attributed to all 
defendants against whom recovery is allowed. The plaintiff may 
recover the full amount of the allowed recovery from any defendant 
against whom the plaintiff is not barred from recovery. Any 
defendant who is so co2-ielled to pay more than his percentage share 
may seek contribution. 

In a smct liability products case, Pennsylvania does not permit recovery to 
be reduced because of the negligence of the The superior court 

=' RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 5 8 cmt a at 1 16. 
254 See id. This is accomplished by the discussion of tennhology. The Reporters state that rhe use of 

terms like comparative fault and comparative negligence are not adequate bmuse some causes of action. like 
strict liabiity. "arc not based on negligence or fault" Id "' Colorado. Oklahoma. Washinen, and Califaria an among the states that have held that a "user's 
fault" cannot be compared with a "maker's fault" because it Prould undermine the strict products liability goal 
of encouraging manufacturers to anticipate and protect against consumer neghgence." KEETON ET AL.. supm 
note 2. 5 67. at 478 & 11.93. 

'56 See Baker v. ACBS, Inc. 729 k 2 d  1140. 1147, 1152 (Pa. Super. C t  1999). 
"' 42 PA CONS. STAT. ANN. 5 7102 (b) (West 1982); see also Baker. 729 k 2 d  at 1150. 

See Parks v. AlliedSignal, Inc., 113 E3d 1327. 1333 (3d Ci. 1997) ("Pennsylvania has determined 
that it is economically and socially desirable to hold manufacturers liable for accidents caused by their 
defective products. without inucducing negligence concepts of comparative fault that would weigh the 
manufacturer's negligent conduct against thar of the injured product user.'') (citarion omitted): Kimco Dev. 
Corp. v. Michael D's Carpet Outlets. 637 A.2d 603,606-07 (Pa 1993) (holding that saict liability is premised 
on the concept of "liability for casting a defective product into the smvn  of commerce," and that the 
"deterrent effect of imposing smct product liability smdards would be weakened" if actions could be defeated 
or recoveries reduced by comparative fault concepts); McCown v. International Harvester Co.. 342 A.2d 381. 
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recently held that "in smct liability cases . . . liability is allocated equally 
among responsible tortfeasors, without regard to fault."2s9 The reason is "to 
place inevitabie financial burdens on those best positioned to bear 
The Restatement (Third), Apportionment, section 8, is therefore contrary to 
P e ~ s  lvania products liability law. Additionally, the court in Walton v. Avco 
Gorp." held that comparative fault principles bad no place in strict liability 
cases.262 The court stated that adopting the Restatement (Second) of Torrs 
section 402A in Webb v.  ern'^^ meant that the Pennsylvania consumers were 
provided with "an equitable avenue of recovery based on damagecausing 
defects without regard to fault. Manufacturers are held as guarantors upon a 
finding of defect and cau~ation.'"~~ 

Section 8 should be challenged because it is contrary to the concept behind 
strict liability in products cases, which is to place the loss on the manufacturer 
or seller. Placing any portion of the loss on the consumer does little to reduce 
injuries. In allowing previously inadmissible evidence of the plaintiffs 
negligence to be considered by the jury, section 8 turns the trial process upside 
down. The Reporters ask the courts to set aside welldeveloped rules of 
evidence, to be replaced by the mere whim of the jury. Section 8 provides: 

[AJny evidence that is relevant to an evaluation of the actor's basic 
culpability and the causal connection between the tortious act and the 
plaintiffs injury is relevant to the factfinder's task of assigning 
percentages of responsibility, even if the evidence is not necessary to 
prove the existence of the underlying claim or defense.265 

382 (Pa. 1975) (disagreeing with defendant's argument that the plainriff's conaiburory negligence should be 
considered in a producrs liability action and stating that it would be unwise to "create a system of comparative 
assessment of damages for (RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OFTORTS 5 ]402A acaons"). 
U9 Baker, 729 A.2d at 1148. 

Id. at 1149 n.26. X challenge might be made to the R e p o m  to delete the words "sdct liability" b m  
section 8 so that smct liability c m o t  be compared to negligence. This would help to bring the Resraremenr 
(77zird). Appom'onmnr into line with Pennsylvania law. 

610 k2d 454 (Pa. 1992). I h e  case m s e  &r the crash of a helicopter. See id. at 456. The helicopter 
manufacturer was found to be smcrly liable. See id at 457. Additionally. the corn dewmined that 
comparative fault conceprs could not be commingled with smct liability theory. See id at 462. 

*" Id at 462. 
263 220 A.2d 853, 854 (Pa. 1966) (adopting saict liability under RESTATEMP~~ (SECOND) OF TORTS 4 

402A (1965)). 
2M Walton. 610 k 2 d  at 462 (citing AzzucLlo v. Black B m .  Co.. 391 A.3d 1020 (Pa. 1978); Berkebile v. 

Brandy Helicopters Corp.. 337 A.2d 893 (Pa. 1975); Salvador v. Arlanric Steel Boiler Co., 319 A.2d 903 (Pa. 
1974); Webb v. Zern. 220 A.7d 853 (Pa. 1966)). Additionally, the Walron court noted that i n d u c i n g  
comparative fault conceprs into strict liability cases '%auld m v e  only to muddy the waters." Wdron. 610 
A.2d at 462. 

'65 R m ~ n x z n  (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTXONMLV OF LUBILITY 8 reporters' note cmt. c. at 123 
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The Reporters use smct products liability as an example: 

One example of this problem is smct liability for manufacturing 
defects . . . . The plaintiff is . . . relieved of the necessity of proving 
fault to prove that the product was defective. but the defendant can 
introduce evidence relatin to the absence of fault to reduce its 

566 percentage of responsibility. 

This is legal heresy. The rules of evidence were developed over hundreds of 
years in order to provide a just and predictable venue for trylng cases.267 The 
Reporters are asking that history and the precise rules of evidence be set aside 
so that an occasional defendant will pay less. The Reporters' suggestion is 
heresy because it violates the rules of evidence. They urge that material that is 
unrelated to the "claim or defense" shouid now be admitted to prove the actor's 
"culpabiiity." 

Setting aside the rules of evidence will lead to confusion for attorneys, 
judges, and juries. The attorneys will not be sure how the evidence will be 
used and the juries will not know whether the evidence can be considered and 
for what purposes. This confusion likely will turn the trial into a farce. More 
cases will be appealed and reversed. In the smct liability example presented 
by the Reporters, the jury might become confused and think that the plaintiff 
must show negligence in order to win, which would defeat the entire purpose 
of the strict liability doctrine. Thus, the plaintiff would lose when she should 
have won. 

The solution to this serious flaw is simple. All mention of considering 
evidence that is irrelevant to the claim must be deleted fiom the discussion and 
comments to section 8. Indeed, no law is cited to support the Re orters' 
radical suggestion to permit the jury to consider irrelevant evidence.2g It is 
pure tort reform. 

(Proposed Fmal Draft. 1998); cf: (DIRD) OF TORTS: APPORnONMENT OF LlABIlITY 3 8 
reporters' note cmt c. at 121 (Proposed Fmal Draft (Revised). 1999). 

266 ~WSTAIE..? m) OF TORTS: APPoRnommm OF L M B m  5 8 crnt C. at 124 (Proposed Final 
Drak 1998); see d o  (Tfm~) OF TORTS: APPOR~ONMPCT 5 8 cmt c. at 122 (Proposed Rnal 
Draft (Revised). 1999) (restating this idea in only slightly modified form). '" See CHRISTOPHER B. MUELLER & LAIRD C. KIRKPATRICK. EVIDENCE 1-2 (1995). 

See (THIRD) OF TORTS: A W ~ R ~ O N M P ~ ~  OF LIABLll'Y 9 8 cmt c. at 123 (Roposed 
Fmal Draft, 1998). The Reporters stare that "any evidence that is relevant to an evaluation of an actor's basic 
culpability and the causal connection benveen the tomous act and the plaintiffs injury is relevant to the 
facrfinder's task of assigning percentages of responsibility." Id 
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Following the ALI's approval of the Restatement (Third), App~~onment ,  
section 8 was changed.269 The changes do not alter the most serious flaws in 
section 8, however. After the post-approval changes, negligence can still be 
compared with smct liability and inadmissable evidence can still be used to 
decide the amount each party should pay. The Reporters' comment states: "In 
addition to any matter admissible to prove an underlying claim or defense, 
relevant factors for assigning percentages of responsibility include . . . .""O 

Pennsylvania ailows the jury to consider on1 evidence that is relevant to 
the claim. In Vockie v. General Motors Gorp.!' the plaintiff sued General 
Motors for damages resulting from a failure of the engine  mount^."^ In 
determining whether evidence concerning the engine mounts and 
specXications of other GM cars was admissible, the court stated that 
"[aldmissibility is not a fmed concept. First the relevance of the offered 
evidence must be considered.*'273 Additionally, the court stated that the 
determination of admissibility did not end with relevancy.274 The evidence 
could still be excluded if "its probative value is substantially outweighed by 
the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the 

In this case, the court found that the evidence sought to be admitted 
was "overly broad" and "contained irrelevant material whose potential for 
confusion and prejudice far outweighed any possible probative value."276 

m Similarly, in Duchess v. Langston Corp.. a worker brought a products 
liability suit after losing some of his fingers while working with a machine 
owned by the defendant."* The defendant attempted to admit the product 
manual into evidence and the court stated that "[slince Mr. Duchess had not 
read the manual, the manual was not relevant to this accident. By suggesting 
that the manual would have prevented these injuries, appellee opened the door 

269 American Law Inst., Restutement 77iird Tons: Apponionment of Liabiliry, Revision of 8 (visited 
Aug. 27,1999) <httpJ/207.103. 196.3laii11999-sec8-Revid-Txthtm>. 

Id 
66 F.R.D. 57 (E.D. Pa 1975). nffd, 523 F . 2  1052 (3d Ci. 1975). 

272 Id at 59. 
273 Id. at 60 (citing FED. R. E m .  401, which states that 'rr]elevant evidence means evidence having any 

tendency to make existence of my fact that is of consequence to the dewmination of the action more probable 
or less probable than it would be without the evidence" ). 

274 See id 
275 Id (Citing FED. R. Em. 403). 
276 Id " 709 A.2d 410 (Pa. Super. CL 1998). 
278 Idat411. 
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to the evidence, which was not othenvise admissible."279 Thus, section 8 is in 
conflict with the accepted law of Pennsylvania 

I. Section 40: Definition and Effect of Settlement 

The Reporters argue that settlement agreements and releases are contracts 
and as such are subject only to contract law.2s0 Thus an unfair settlement 
agreement, heavily biased in favor of a defendant, signed by an injured 
consumer, may be given effect.281 

The Reporters make clear what a settlement will mean under the provisions 
of the Restatemenr (Third), Apportionment: "[wlhen a settlement is reached 
between the plaintiff and all potentially liable tortfeasors, there will not be the 
occasion for further judicial roceedings, except to the extent of interpreting 
the scope of the settlement."' The conclusion is that "[wlhen a settlement is 
reached between a plaintiff and a potentially liable tortfeasor that releases only 
the settling tortfeasor, the settling tortfeasor should ordinarily be dismissed 
from the law There is a substantial risk under the Restatement (Third), 
A p p ~ ~ o n m e n t  that noncontracting parties may be released by the agreement. 
This is a grave problem for the The comment to section 40 
provides that "[wlhen a non-settling tortfeasor claims the benefit of an 'all 
persons' provision, contract law governs." 

Secret settlements called "Mary Carter agreements" have perplexed the 
These occur when one tortfeasor secretly settles with the plaintiff 

Id at 412 (citing Jamison v. Ardes. 182 A2d 497 (Pa 1962); Gigliooi v. Machuca. 597 A.2d 655 (Pa 
Super. C t  1991)); see also Madonna v. Harley Davidsoo. Inc.. 708 A.2d 507, 509 (Pa Super. C t  1998) 
(holding that in strict liabiity actions. a user's negligence is not relevant if the p r o d ~ ~ t  defect contributed in 
any way to the resultant harm). 

280 See F~ESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: A P P O R T I O ~  OF IJABILI~Y 5 40 c m ~  f. at 427 (Proposed 
F d  Dtaft (Revised). 1999). The Reportus state that in &lamining the validity of aa agrremenL the primary 
focus should k piaced "on the intent of the parties to the a p u m n t "  Id Additionally, the contractual 
concepts of bud. duress, and mutual mistake "am grounds for rescission of a ralement agreemar" Id 

See id cmt a. at 425. 
Id. 

283 Id cmt. e. at 427. 
284 See id crnt g. at 427-28. Co-t (g) addresses a "6nquendy occurring problem" for flu pplainci. in 

that plaintiffs enter into releves that provide for an "all FCISOIU" nlease without appreciating the "language. 
its implications. or an inmt m release all potentially liable tortfeasm. who often arc unknown or 
unappreciated at the time rhe release is e n d  into." Id at 428. 

285 Id. 'Ihe R e p o m  starc that a nonsealing torrfeasm will be the beneficiary of the agreement only if "1) 
release of the nonsealing torclasor is appropriate to effectuate the intention of the parties and 2) the 
circumstances r e v d  that the Kaling tozduwr intended that nonsealing torefcasors be nieosed" Id 

The term "Mary C- Agreement" originated in Boorh v. Mary Caner Paint Co.. 202 So. 2d 8 (Fla. 
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and may indeed align himself with the plaintiff against other defendants. The 
Reporters do not take a position in regard to Mary Carter agreements, but 
rather leave the issues to local law. 

The settlement section contains no mention of the amount paid 
(satisfaction) during the settlement.2m Many states use the amount paid by the 
settler as a test for the validity of the release of tor~feasors?~~ that is, the court 
determines whether the plaintiff received an amount that covered the 
appropriate share of damages.289 The Restatement (Third), Appomonrnenc 
shifts the scrutiny from the adequacy of satisfaction to the validity of the 
contract. The contract of settlement will be prepared by a defense attorney, 
likely hired by an insurance company, and will be carefully drafted to favor the 
tortfeasor rather than the injured consumer. 

If the settlement agreement is held to be valid with no evaluation of the 
amount paid, the plaintiff may end up releasing many of the other defendants 
along with the defendant putting forward the offer of ~ettlement.'~~ For 
example, Comment (g) provides that "[wlhen a nonsertling tortfeasor claims 
the benefit of an 'all persons' provision, contract law governs. ,,291 This 
statement is hazardous to the victim because often she is not represented by an 
attorney, may be seriously injured, is in a hospital and is quite willing to accept 
the quick payment of a modest amount. She may be unaware of her right to a 
substantial recovery and may not understand the impact of the "all persons" 
phrase. 

Dist Ct. App. 1967). The plaintiffs wife died in an automobile accident and he e n m d  into a secret 
settlement agreement with two of the four defendants. See id. at 10. Scholars have identified three distinct 
components to Mary Caner agreements: the senling defendant agrees to remain a party in the litigation. the 
agreement is kept saxe; and the plaintiff is guaranteed to receive a given sun?, provided she fails to recover 
the sum h m  other defendants after "appropriate attempts." Pat Shockley, The Use of Mary Caner 
Agreements in Illinois. 18 S .  U. U. W. 223, 225 (1993). Pennsylvania allows the use of Mary Cmer 
Ageemmcs and recently held that the "court, as with d proftered evidence. should review the agreement 
balance the relevancy of it against the potential prejudice. and. exercising judicial discretion. admit or exclude 
as much as it deems appropriate." Hadield v. Continental Imports. Inc.. 610 A . 2  446,452 (Pa. 1992). For a 
short discussion of the Ha@eld casc, see Shockley, supra. at 24041. 

'?87 R E s r ~ m  (THIRD) OFTORTS: APWR~ONMPFT OF LlABarr~  5 40 & cmts., at 425-3 1. 
288 It appears that the most "desirable" rule would be "hat a plainintiff should never be deprived of a cause 

of action against any wrongdoer when the plaintiff has neither intentionally surrendered the cause of action nor 
received subsmtially full compensation." -ON R a. supra note 2, 5 49. at 335. Additionally, it is noted 
that only where a plaintiff has received full satisfaction should no other claims remain. See id Presser and 
Keeton cite casc law &om the Disaia of Columbia, Montana New Hampshire. Minnesota. Indiana. 
California. Colorado. and Maryland for support of these propositions. See id at 35 nn.36-37. 

289 See KEETON ET AL. supra note 2.5 49. at 332-36: see also supra noes 185-94 and accompanying text 
See -ON ET AL. supra note 2, 5 49. at 332. 

2g1 R E S T A ~  (THIRD) OF TORTS: A p p o ~ n o m  OF L M B m  $40 cmt g, at 428. 
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Pennsylvania rejects the anti-justice provisions of section 40, holding that 
contract law does not absolutely conuol a release, and that the amount paid, as 
well as the overall fairness of the agreement, may be considered in deciding 
whether the agreement should be given effect. For example, in Lanci v. 
Metropolitan Insurance C O . . ~ ~ ~  the Pennsylvania Superior Court set aside a 
general release because the insurance carrier prepared the release knowing that 
the plaintiff was mistaken about the policy limit?93 Additionally, in Three 
Rivers Motors Co. v. Ford Motor CO.,"~ the court held that the intentions of 
the parties, as provided by the language of the release, was the governing rule 
in the construction of releases.295 Citing Three Rivers as Pennsylvania Law on 
release, and Tigg Corp. v. Dow Corning for the proposition that other 
factors may be examined in addition to the express terms of a contract, the 
federal district court in Lyncotr Corp. v. Chemical Waste Management, ~ n c . ~ ~ ~  
found that an indemnity provision was neither expressly nor impliedly present 
in a settlement agreement.'98 

- 

292 564 A.2d 972 (Pa. Super. C t  1989). 
293 ld at 975. 
2W 522 F.2d 885 (3d Cu. 1975). 
295 Id. at 892 (citing Evans v. Marks, 118 A.2d 802 [Pa. 1966)); seeako Bainsville v. Hess Oil V.I. Corp., 

837 F.2d 128, 130 (3d Cu. 1988) (standing for the proposition that the parties' mutual i n t m s t  as reflected in 
the conaact language. is the rule in construing the effect of indemnity conmcu); Mellon Bank. N.A. v. Aema 
Bus. Credit. hc.. 619 F.2d 1001. 1011 (3d Ci. 1980) (holding that when contract terms arc mbiguous. the 
court must consider the words of the agreement as well as alternadve meanings); Z & L Lumber Co. v. 
Nordquiss 502 A.7d 697.700 (Pa. Super. CL 1985) (same). 

296 822 F.2d 358.363 (3d Ci. 1987) ('The conuact of the w e s  is not to be found in i u  express terms 
alone but includes their bargain in fact as found in their language or by implicauon &om other 
circumstances."). Bur see Hutchison v. Sunbeam Coal Corp., 519 A.2d 385.388 (Pa. 1986) ('The law will not 
imply a different connact than that which the parties have expressly adopted To imply covenanu on manen 
specificdy addressed in the conuact itself would violate this docmne."). 

2w 690 F. Supp. 1409 (ED. Pa. 1988). 
29e Id. at 1415. For general information on the choices of releases available in the srate of Pennsylvania. 

see Gerald A. McHugh, Jr.. Joint Tonfearor Releases: Negotiaring rhe Maze. 62 PA. B. ASS'N Q. 180 (1991). 
Additionally. the e f fm of Pennsylvania's Uniform Contribution Among Tortfmsors Act and Comparative 
Negligence Act on a non-senling tortfeuor's responsibility to pay damages is discussed in Brian E. Koeberle. 
Recent Decisions. 27 DUQ. L REV. 163 (1988). The Note examines Charles v. Giant f igle Markers. 527 
A.2d 1 (Pa. 1987) and its overtuming of Daugherry v. Herschberger. 126 A.2d 730 (Pa. 1956) and Mong v. 
Herschberger, 186 A.2d 427 (Pa. Super. C t  1962). by holding that a plaintiffs claim is reduced 
propomonately by the relative liability of a settling torbeasor rather than by the mount  of the settlement. 
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J. Section 50: Appom'onment of Liability When Damages can be Divided by 
Causation 

Section 50 addresses "apportionment of liability when damages can be 
divided by causation."299 The Reporters admit that few cases address the 
specific issues involved in how these two processes fit together in the same 
case: "[clurrent law simply does not provide much guidance."300 The 
Reporters suggest that states follow three different approaches. First, "[s]ome 
courts 'muddle' through these cases by using comparative res onsibility P percentages to make what appears to be a division by cau~atioa."~~ Second, 
"[olther courts seem to divide the damages by causation, without any reference 
to apportioning responsibility among multiple causes of the component 
parts."3M Third, "[s]till other courts seem to suggest that division by causation 
and apportionment by responsibility are two separate steps."303 

The Reporters propose that two conflicting issues are involved. The first is 
that no party should be liable for harm that party did not cause; and second, 
that an injury caused by two or more persons should be ap ortioned according 5b4 to their respective shares of comparative responsibility. The theory in 
section 50 is that divisible injuries are first divided by causation and "then each 
indivisible part can be appomoned by responsibility."305 Professor Wright 
argues that causation in fact is insufficient as a basis for apportioning 

--- - - - 

299 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APWRTIOmENT OF LVgaRY 5 50 cmt. a. at 453 (Proposed Fmal 
Draft (Revised), 1999). 
MO Id rrportm' note cmt. a. at 466. The Reporters do note. however. that G d d  W. Boston performed 

an "excellent analysis of causal apportionment" in his article, Appom'onmrnr of Harm in Ton Low: A 
Proposed Resr(~~emnr, 21 U.  DAYTON L REV. 267 (1996). RESTATBENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: 
APWRTlONhfENT OF LlABafil5 50 nOfC cmt a. at 467. 

30' ~ A T E M E N T  (THIRD) OF TORTS: APWRTIONMPFT OF LIABILITY 5 50 reporters' note c m  a, at 466. 
Wchigan and Texns are good examples of jurisdictions using this approach. See id 

Id The Ninth Circuit has subscribed to this approach in rwo uses h m  Oregon and Montana. See id 
303 Id (citing Phelan v. Lopez. 701 S.W.2d 327 v e x .  App. 1985, no writ)). 
304 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMPFT OF LUBILITY 8 50 reporters' note cmt. h. at 399 

(Roposed Fmal Drak 1998). 
3M Id. c m  a. at 378. 
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damages.3" He reasons that cause in fact is not a matter of degree.307 He 
argues that fault is a much better basis for apportionment.308 

This section is in part a definition of indivisible injury, because if the injury 
is not divisible based on the formula presented in section 50, it is then 
classified as an indivisible injury and is relegated to other sections of the 
Restatement (Third), Apportionment. However, section 50 emasculates joint 
and several liability by defining indivisible injury in such a way that all injuries 
are divisible. The Reporters state, for "splitting the injury on a per 
capita basis . . . leads to . . . ,greater fairness." 

The serious flaw in subsection (b) is the roposal that the damages can be 
apportioned per capita among all Section 50 challenges the 
foundation of joint and several liability, by stating that no one should pay more 
than her share.311 The foundation of joint and several liability in Pe~sylvania 
is that sometimes a tortfeasor should pay more than her share,312 but that this 
result is justified by the policies underlying joint and several liability.3L3 

An additional flaw in this section centers on the substantial confusion 
provided by the term "legal cause." This is usually understood to mean 
proximate cause, but the Reporters also mention cause in fact or "but for" 
cause.314 Attorneys, judges, and juries will be confused as to the meaning of 
"legal cause," and the Reporters offer no guidance.31s 

M6 Wright. rupm note 5. at 1146. Rofessor Wright argues that that  is "no way, based purely on 
causation. to idenafy one cause of an injury as more imponant or sigdicult than any other cause of the same 
injury." Id 

'07 See id. 
''13 See id at 1147. Wright argues that the 'traditional allocation method, including joint and several 

liability with conmbution and indemnity. . . is the clwrty preferred method for allocatiog liability among the 
multiple responsible causes of the same injury." Id 

RESTA-EMJ~ (THIRD) OF TORTS: A P m R n o m  OF LIAEILITY 5 50 r e p o m '  note c m  h. at 402 
(Roposed Fmal Drafr. 1998). The Reporters acknowledged in the 1999 draft that "support for per capita 
division of damages is sparse. [Section 501 does not endorse it" RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: 

MWRTIONMEM OF LIABILITY 5 50 reportus' note cmi h, at 475 (Proposed F d  Draft (Revised). 1999). 
"O Rosser and Kecton suggest that some states allowed apponionment equally among the "wmngdoers." 

-ON R AL, supra note 2, 5 52, at 350.351: see afso RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONMENT 

OF LIABILITY 5 50 rcpomrs' note c m  h, at 40042 (Roposed Fmal Draft. 1998). 
RESTAEME~ (THIRD) OF TORTS: A P m R T I O m  OF LIABILITY 5 50 reporters' note cmt. h. at 370 

(Proposed Fmal Dmi (Revised), 1999). "' See -ON ET AL. supra note 2 5 5 2  at 347. 
3'3 See id 5 46. at323. 
'I4 See RESTAEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILIN g 50 r e p o ~ m '  note cmt f, at 

470 (Proposed Fmal Draft (Revised). 1999). The Reportem state that 'Tdlerumining what constiturn a 
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In Pennsylvania, the parties divide their liability based on causal 
negligence. In Fish v. ~ o s n e l l , ~ ~ ~  the superior court stated: "[the trial court] 
explained the law concerning negligence and causation and then properly 
instructed the jury to determine appellant's causal negligence, if any, 
appellee's causal negligence, if any, and then to apportion the combined causal 
negligence between the parties."317 Additionally, the court held that 
apportionment based on causal negligence is a matter of statutory law in 
~ e n n s ~ i v a n i a ~ ' ~  

K. Secrion 26: Effect of Partial Settlement on Jointly and Severally Liable 
Tor#easors' Liability 

The goal of section 26 ap arently is to encourage settlement among the 
plaintiff and joint t~rtfeasors!~ In order to promote settlement, section 26 
provides that the settling tortfeasor should be released and the non-settling 
tortfeasors may benefit from the settlement. All of this is done on a percentage 
basis determined by the jury. 

Section 26 provides that "[tlhe plaintiffs recoverable damages . . . are 
reduced by the comparative share of damages attributable to a settling 
tortfeasor. . . . The settling tortfeasor's comparative share of damages is the 
percentage of comparative responsibility assigned to the settling tortfeasor 
multiplied by the total damages of the plaintiff."320 Section 26 creates a risk, 
from a plaintiffs perspective, because of its emphasis on the terms of the 
agreement.321 Instead, the emphasis should be on the amount paid by the 
senling party.3u 

divisible injury.requircs a predicate understanding of the applicable rules of legal causation, including the 'bur 
for' requirement and the applicable rules under the 'subsrantid facror' test" Id (emphasis added). "' See Vandall. supra note 210. at 278. 

316 463 k 2 d  1042 (Po Super. C t  1983). The case involved the injury of the driver of a garden tractor who 
was clearing snow from the end of his driveway and was sauck by a passing car. See id. at 1045. 

317 Id I 1050. 
318 Id. The Cornpanave Negligence Act was adopted in Pennsylvania in 1976. and was codified at 42 P.4. 

CONS. STAT. ANN. 8 7102 (1982). See supm note 247 and accompanying text The Act modified law as to 
joint tordusors and apponionment of damages. Charks v. Giant Eagle Markers. 522.4.2d 1 (Pa. 1987). is the 
first wse in which Pennsylvania examined the effect of the Act on senlemenu. conuibution. and liability of 
non-settling tordwsoa. See Stephen J. Dei Sole. Recenr Decisions. 31 DUQ. L. REV. 643.655-56 (1993). 

319 See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OFTORTS: APPORTIONMWT OF LLUILClY § 26 cmt c. at 18 1-82. 
320 Id. at 181. 
321 See id. § 26 reportm' note cmt. c. at 192. The Reponm were evidently concerned about the effect of 

partial senlemenu and a s s m c e  to the sealing pany that the agnement would be final. See id. In order to 
secure that a s smce .  "g 33, Comment i, provides that there is no conaibution claim available against a parry 
who has senled with the plaintiff." Id. Therefore. the Reponen reasoned. it was necessary to afford the 
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Pennsylvania rejects the Restatement theory that the non-settling torcfeasor 
should receive a benefit from the settlement because it has a tendency to 
discourage settlements. Justice Musmanno's dissenting position in Daugheny 
v. ~ e r s h b e r ~ e r ~ ' ~  was later adopted as the majority rule in ~enns~lvania~"  
However, ' a recent Pennsylvania Superior Court case325 supports the 
Restatement (Third), Appom'onment in the "[rlelease of both the agent and the 
vicariously liable party upon a settlement with one of those 

L. Section I :  Issues and Causes of Action Addressed by this Restatement 

Prosser states the majority rule that contributory ne ligence is not a defense 
to intentional conduct on the part of the defendant?'7 Thus, the plaintiffs 
contributory negligence is not a defense to assault, battery, or willful 
conduct.328 The reason is that this is not a difference in the degree of fault, but 
rather in the "kind of fault."329 This extends to contribution: there is no 
contribution among those who commit intentional torts under the majority 

Section 1 of Restatement (Third), Appom'onment rejects the traditional 
view and rovides that negligent conduct can be compared with intentional 
conduct.33P Section 1 is radical tort reform that starts anew. The point of 
section 1 is that the conduct of a neghgent plaintiff can be compared with the 

nonsenling parties "some credit against the damages recoverable by plaintiflin the judgment." in exchange for 
their inability to pursue contribution. Id 

322 See supm note 271 and accompanying text 
3U 126 k 2 d  730.734 (Pa. 1956). 
325 See Charles v. Giant Eagle Mkrs., 522 A.2d 1, 3 (Pa. 1987); see also supra note 168 and 

accompanying text 
325 See Pdante v. Harcoun Brace Jovanovich, 629 A.2d 146, 149 (Pa. Super. CL 1993). ?he Pollante 

case involved an injured passenger who fell when a tour bus negligently began to move befon plaindff was 
seated. Id at 146. 

326 RESTATEMENT (TIWD) OF TORTS: A P W R ~ O N M P ~ ~  OF L l ~ ~ a f i l g  26 reporten' note cmr d at 198. 
327 KEETON ET AL. supra note 2, 8 65. at 462. The defense of conuibutory negligence "never has been 

extended to such intentional torts." Id 
See id. Rosser and k c o n  state that the rule is the same for the "aggmvaud form of negligence. 

approaching intent. which has been characterized variously as 'willful.' 'wanton,' or 'reckless."' Id 
329 Id. 
330 See id. 5 50. at 339. However, some c- and starutes d o w  contribution in intentional ton wses. See 

id. 
j3' RESTATEMMT (TIWD) OF TORTS: A P W R n o m  OF LIABarrY at 1. 7. Topic 1 states that the 

Resrarenvnr (Third). Appom'onment deals with issues of appomoning liability "regardless of the basis of 
liability." Id. at 1. Mditiondly, the aim of the Restacerncnr is to apply to d bases of liability as well as 
providing "flexibility to fashion appropriate special rules for victims of intentional tons." Id at 7. 
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intentional act of the defendant.332 Thus, the Reporters suggest that a negligent 
clerk who is shot at a convenience store may not be able to recover all of her 
dama es from the attacker.333 The Reporters admit that this is the minority 
view3' and adopt it for administrative convenience apparently b e c u e  joint 
liability is too difficult to apply in a lawsuit that may involve negligence as 
well as intent.335 

The irrationality of the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment is shown by the 
following example. The Reponers would perhaps argue that if Nicole Brown 
Sirnpson were negligent in going out at night, her parents' recovery against 
O.J. Simpson for wrongful death should be reduced by the amount of her 
negligence, if any. This represents a disregard of justice for mere 
administrative convenience, and leads to ludicrous results. This radical 
Restatement (Third), Appom'onment view should be rejected in favor of the 
majority rule (intent cannot be compared with negligence) and section 1 should 
be amended to exclude intentional conduct. It has taken perhaps 600 years to 
develop the separate categories of intent, negligence and strict liability, and 
they rest on sound 

The apparent purpose of section 1, in balancing the intent of the tortfeasor 
against the negligence of the victim. is to enable a reduction of the contribution 
by toxic tortfeasors. Some of the apportionment cases involve toxic torts 
where often the defendant corporation knows what it has buried or discharged 
and knows that it is harmful to people and the environment.337 The Reporters 
are apparently laying a foundation for these intentional polluters to reduce their 
payments under the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment. The plaintiffs in 
toxic-tort cases are often governmental entities who have arguably been 
negligent in regulating, preventing, or cleaning up the environmental hazard. 
Pennsylvania has not considered whether intent can be weighed against 

332 See i d  at 1.7. 
333 Id at 12. The Restatement argues that it would be difficult to dilocate responsibility between the 

attacker. the convenience s t m  for lack of security, and the doctor who awvatcd the injury through 
negligence "without using the same comparative responsibility system for all the tonfeuon." I d  

3" See id u 14. 
335 See i d  at 12. Addidonally, the Reporters suggest that the 'Wrula stated in this Restatement ofun reflect 

compromises bcoveen the panicular policy goals of the individual tom md the general goal of workability." 
Id at 13. 

336 See Brown v. K e n W  60 Mass. 792 (1850); Anonymous Y.B. Edw. 4, Fol. 7 (1466). reprinred in 
PROSSER rn AL.. C.UES AND MTEW ON TORTS 4 (9th ed 1994). 

337 See Gould Inc. v. A&M Battery & Ti Service, 901 F. Supp. 906 (M.D. Pa. 1995): Lyncon Corp. v. 
Chemical Waste Mmagemenr Inc.. 690 F. Supp. 1409 (E.D. Pa. 1988); Ball v. Johns-Manville COT. 625 
X.2d 650 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993). 
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negligence in apportio~lent cases. However, Pennsylvania's preference for 
the victim over the manufacturer in products liability cases suggests that the 
Restatement's radical notion will be reje~ted.~" 

The essential purpose of a Restatement is to restate the common 
There has occasionally been a small amount of prospective content in a 
Restatement, but it has heretofore been clearly presented as non-law. An 
example is the gesture requirement for assault. The Reporters for the 
Restatement (Second) of Torts stated that a person who reasonably suffers great 
fear, even in the absence of a gesture, should be able to recover for an 
a s s a ~ l t . ~  It is crystal clear that this was not supported by case law, 
however.341 

The Reporters' god in issuing the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is to 
make four minority rules appear to be both well-supported and logicai. To 
accomplish this, they call these weak precedents "tracks." Thus, the Reporters 
argue that they have generated a Restatement when, in fact, all they have 
presented is four tort reform alternatives. 

If the Reporters had wanted to restate the law, they would have determined 
that the application of joint and several liability for indivisible injury is the 
dominant rule." Additionally, they would have presented the four other 
approaches as statutory alternatives used in a minority of jurisdictions."' This 

+ would have made clear that much of their document was pure tort reform and 
not a Restatement. The document reflects that the Reporters have not 

13' See. rg .  Baker v. A W ,  lnc.. 729 k 2 d  1140 (Pa. Super. CL 1999). 
339 See Frank J .  Vandall. The Restacmmr (Third) of Tons. Products Lh6iIity. Section 2(b): Design 

Defect, 68 W. L REV. 167. 1% (1995); see also Manhail S.  Shapo. In Search of the Lmv of Produnr 
Linbiliq: The ALI Restatement Project 48 VAND. L REV. 63 1.633 (1995). " See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS 8 27 (1965). 
"' See ~~ L PROSSER. ~ N D B O O K  OFTHE LAW OF TORTS 39 a12 (4th ai. 1971). " See RESTA- (Tmm) OF TORTS: APWRRONMENT OF L I A B m  Q 27, at 103 (Roposed F d  

Draft (Revid). 1999). l'he Reporters state that joint and several liabiity is the rule in sixteen stares. 
including Alabama. Arkansas. Delaware. the Didu of Columbia, Illinois, Idaho. Maine. Maryland, 
Massachusens. Nonh Cmliua, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, South Carolina South Dakota V i a ,  and West 
Virginia. Id 3 28B reporters' note crnt b, at 225-27. " See id at 178-180 (presenting the alternative approaches to joint and several liability. including Tracks 
A. B. C, and D). 
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compared, critiqued, evaluated, and s thesized the law of appomonment as 
has been done in earlier Restatements. E 

The Reporters describe the track system as follows: 

The Institute takes no position on whether joint and several liability, 
several liability, or some combination of the two should be adopted 
for independent tortfeasors who cause an indivisible injury. As noted 
in 5 20, Comment a, there is currently no majority rule on this 
question, although joint and several liability has been substantially 
modified in most jurisdictions both as a result of the adoption of 
comparative fault and tort reform during the 1980s and 1990s. 
Nevertheless, five different versions of joint and several, several, and 
combination of the two are presented in the five separate and 
independent tracks that follow this section. These five tracks are 
mutually exclusive, although modifications (or combinations of 
some) of them are.possible.ws 

The Reporters admit that there is little case authority for each track except joint 
and several liability (Track A), which is followed by sixteen states, including 
~ e n n s ~ l v a n i a . ~ ~  

The track system contained in the Restatement (Third), Apportionment is a 
presentation by the Reporters of defense and insurance policy. How this has 
occurred is important to an understanding of the Restatement (Third), 
Apportionment. During the 1980s the myth of a litigation crisis was created 
and widely disse~ninated.~~ This myth provided the opportunity for the 
insurance industry to lobby state le 'slatures for tort reform that restricted 
plaintiffs' opportunities to recover? A popular approach for limiting 
consumer suits was modification of the rules of apportionment by means of 

See RESTATIM~T (THIRD) OF TORTS: .~PPoRTIONMEM OF LuBarrY Q 1, I 1-20; Q 28E at 33748: 
8 50, at 453-79. "' Id 8 27, cmt. a. at 203. 

346 See id. at Q 28A reponen' note cmt. a. I 21 1. '8" track "Fourteen states have abolished (or virmally 
abolished) joint and several liability for multiple torrfeasors whose independent actions results in an indivisible 
injury to plainriff. . . . In most jurisdictions. however. the abolition of joint and several liability was the rcsult 
of ton legislacion in the latter part of the 1980s . . . ." Id 8 18B reponen' note cmt. b, at 225. 'T tmck "a 
few jurisdictions." Id 8 27 cmt. a. at 204. "D" track "The 'D' series reflects legislation in approximately a 
dozen smtes . . . ." Id. I 205. "F. track 'The 'E'series reflects Iegisluion in about a half dozen states . . . ." 
Id at 180. "' See f i ton L Talarico. supra note 252: Marc S. Galanter. The Dav A&r the Lirigarion Erplosion, 46 
MD. L REV. 3 (19961; Marc S. Galanter. News from Nowhere: The Debased Debare on Civil Jusrice, 71 
DENV. U. L REV. 77 (1993): Gdanter, supra note 49. 

The Reponen state: "joint and seved  liability . . . gained wide acceptance before the tort reform 
legislation of the mid and late 1980s." Id. at 250. 
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state legislation.M9 The Reporters label these insurance-driven legislative 
intrusions into the common law as tracks. 

This pro-insurance and defense document has emerged from the ALI 
because of the recent expansion of the ALI's purview to include statutory as 
well as common law.3s0 The apparent purpose of the tracks is to mask the fact 
that the Reporters are opposed to joint and several liability.351 A true 
Restatement would adopt the dominant position, which is joint and several 
liability.3S2 Therefore, the debate over the future of the Restatement (Third), 
Appom'onment becomes one of policy: which tracks make more sense, those 
protecting victims or those protecting tonfeasors? The courts of each state will 
have to examine the precedent and policy of their jurisdiction in order to 
answer the question. When a provision of the Restatement (Third), 
A p p ~ ~ o n m e n t  is argued before a court, the first question from the bench 
should be, "Why should the loss be shifted once again to the victim?" 

The solution is for the ALI to renun to a Restatement of the common law 
and to ignore the state statutes. This would result in a Restatement resembling 
joint and several liability as followed in ~ e n n s ~ l v a n i a . ~ ~ ~  The tracks could be 
treated in one short comment, as interesting variations among the states. By 
contrast, the Restatement (Third), Apportionment's presentation of the tracks 
consumes over a third of the draft.3" 

The law of Pennsylvania holds that sometimes a jointly liable defendant 
should pay more than her numerical The argument against the 
Restatement (Third), Apponionment's "single set of percentages" assigned by 
the jury is that in order to implement it, the categories of strict liability, 
negligence, and'intent that have developed over hundreds of years of English 
and American history, would have to be tossed aside.356 Accepted American 

349 See id at 193. 
3" See generally Vantiall. supra note 339. 
35' In tfie Forewon& the Dincror refem to the Resto~ement (Third), Appomomnr as "a major work of 

original scholarship." RESTA~EMENT 0) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMP(T OF IJASlLfil at xiii (hposed 
Final Draft (Revised). 1999). Does "original work? mean it is m opinion piece and not a restatement of the 
law? If so. the tide should be changed to "Apportionment Study." 

352 See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: A P m R n o m  OF LIABILITY 5 27A rep one^ note cmt a at 
183 (Reposed F d  Draft. 1998). 

353 See supm nota 617.342 md accompanyinp text 
3" See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY 1 206-383 (~oposed  ma^ 

'Draft (Revised). 1999). '" Kero~  ET AL. supra note 2.5 52. at 347 n.26. 
"6 See supm note 327 and accompanying texr 
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tort law must not be traded for foundationless tort reform in the guise of 
administrative feasibility. 

Justice is the goal of the American legal system, and that goal can best be 
attained by means of joint and several liability. Under this system, the 
intentional conduct of a defendant cannot be compared to the plaintiffs 
negligence. Apportionment of damages is complex and messy under joint 
liability only because of the focus on important justice considerations. 

The courts in evaluating the Restatement (Third), Appom'onment must 
realize that, except for 'oint and several liability, there are no predominant 
rules in the The courts should acknowledge that there never was 
a litigation crisis, and that the state apportionment statutes adopted during the 
1980s were a creation of the insurance industry.3s8 Therefore, the courts 
should look to their pre-1980 precedent, which predominantly embraces joint 
and several liability, as reflected in the law of Pennsylvania. 

In order to have a Restatement, there must be a substantial body of 
decisions to restate. In the area of apportionment the Reporters admit there is 
no meaningful volume of case law on any subject359 In its present form, the 
Restatement (Third), Apportionment is a choppy and poorly organized law 
review article, not a Restatement. Because the track concept has little support 
in the case law, the Restatement, if taken at face value, will cause 
misunderstanding, and will not help to clanfy this important and complex field. 

Overturning 600 years of civil law because of a minor injury at Disney 
World is an extreme over-reaction to a rare problem. In that case, the 
defendant was both negligent and a cause in fact of the injury. The radical 
tort-reform nature and pro-defendant bias of the Restatement (Third), 
A p p ~ ~ o n m e n t  makes clear that the American Law Institute should return to its 
original and valuable purpose of restating the law. 

3" See RESTA- (THIRD) OFTORTS: APWRTIONMENT OF L r p g a f i r  8 '27A & cmts.. at 17840, 183 
(Roposcd F d  Dm& 1998); see also supra nore 334 and accompanying text 

See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: APPORTIONE~(PTT OF L I A B ~  5 27 cmt a. at 203 (Proposed 
Find Draft (Revised). 1999) (explaining that alternative vusions of joint and several liability an offered 
b u s e  of the advent of compmave fault and the ton rcfonn of the 1980s and 90s). 

359 See id (scaring that there is no majority rule on the issue of apportionment for independent tordeasors 
causing M individual injury). 




